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a scene, a question and an illumination

E

Timothy McVeigh," a voice said, and to my vecy great surprise, it was my voice.
Struggling to write this piece, I had succumbed to the temptation to avoid the desk and attend
Morning Prayer of the Institute for Liturgical Studies. "Prayers may be offered freely by those in the
assembly," said the instructions. And my voice said-not very freely at all-"For Timothy McVeigh."
Where did this prayer come from? Why pray for the man who could be the poster child for
pro-death penalty people? If anyone deserves to die for causing the deaths of others, it is this sullen,
unrepentant zealot, whose suspicion of government was so powerful that he could calmly kill almost
two hundred innocent people in a hideous instant of concentrated hatred. His crime has hurt hundreds of people, and wounded the very body politic in a demonstration so graphic that we will not
forget it: government services fragmented and bloodied out of existence.
But what we hear over and over again as his execution date nears should make us even more
sad than these terribly sad deaths and losses. We hear that many people believe that they will find
healing in this death. Victims have said that to be healed, they need to know that McVeigh has died.
Further, the healing will be more efficacious if they are able to see him die. The language attached to
the witnessing has about it the quality of duty, of a kind of sacred necessity. One man who won a
lottery for a ticket to watch the execution said beforehand, "I consider it lucky. I've done a lot of
thinking about this thing, and I just feel like I needed to be there to represent the state and also my
family on this field. Because, the man, you know, he killed 168 people ... .I expect to feel hate,
sorrow, happiness, a little remorse ... .I hate to see anyone get killed this way, but the thing about
this is, he needs it."
This man says McVeigh needs to die, and uses the same word "need" to describe his own determination to witness the death. What is happening when a guilty person is put to death, and his victims claim that by it they will be healed? Is it hearing these words in the context of the Passion narratives that make them so heartbreakingly reverberant in the Christian ear? What is the healing that
these victims-and all victims-need? Christians can only have one answer to that question.
Yet, in the public media, that answer has been completely absent. It is as though one is hearing
only one half of a dialogue, wherein the victims cry out for healing, and instead of the obvious witness to the healing power of only one death in human history, there is silence. The justice system
renders its own version of the exchange-death for deaths. Scarcely anyone would claim that its
procedures produce healing, at least until this moment, when talk show psychologizing determines
the tone and the terms of nearly any conversation. Punishment, retribution, protection, but not
healing. Where are the voices to name both the evil and the source of true healing?
In his remarkable essays in recent Christian Century issues (March 7 & 14) Mark Heim presents a striking theology of atonement which describes the relation of the typical scapegoat narrative to the death and resurrection of Jesus. Drawing on Rene Girard's work on violence and religion, Heim suggests that generic religious scapegoating happens when the threatened community
kills the victim in order to heal itself, but then denies or distorts what has happened to the extent
that any record of the killing is expunged from the community's memory, as least insofar as its
own complicity in any violence or guilt. In the Christian story, on the other hand, the scapegoated

Christ announces from the cross what is happening, and instead of the pseudo-healing which typically and temporarily overtakes the community which has cleansed itself through scapegoating,
this time (in Heim's words) "an odd new counter community arises, dedicated both to the innocent victim whom God has vindicated by resurrection and to a new life through him that requires
no further such sacrifice."
Heim's account is much subtler and much more profound than this summary. But even with
his article in my mind, I did not make the connection until I heard Deaconess Louise Williams speak
about prayer just after the worship service I referred to in the opening of this piece. Prayer originates with God, she said, and comes from God's incessant desire for relationship with his human
children. Those words finally illuminated for me the source of my prayer for Timothy McVeigh. It
certainly did not come from the virtue of the pray-er, who, given her confusions and fears could not
even begin to desire good for such a terrible and alien person, much less utter a public prayer on his
behalf. No, the prayer arises in God's heart-the only place where the guilty are still yearned for
and desired-and it is given voice within the worshipping community. God will not say that in Timothy McVeigh's death there is healing for the nations, or for our nation, or for Oklahoma City, or
for anywhere else. He has said that only once, about the death that overturns the scapegoat narrative by laying claim to its reality, and calling it what it is. And the community that knows this truth
will remember that it is to be the place where God's heart for sinners is given voice.
Sadly, one hears again in the cries of the Oklahoma City bombing victims, and in the culture
which surrounds them, the endless human belief that retributive death will bring about healing.
Today, in more psychologically determined terms, people long for "closure," they yearn to "put the
suffering behind them and move on." This is like a person dying of thirst and asking for a spoonful
of salt. Surely the people of the Church know what to say when confronted with a person who cries
out for healing. A Christian who hears the words about McVeigh's death bringing healing has a perfect opportunity to bear witness to the truth in a world that on its own has nothing better to offer
than slogans, pop psychology and more death. We neither harm the victims nor exonerate the guilty
when we witness to the truth about the victorious Victim and the healing that flows forever from
him; rather, only in making that witness do we locate ourselves at the very point where witness
might make a difference.

Peace,

GME
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A Christian Scientist-No, Not That Kind!
four vignettes and a poem

John Knox

w
n you'ce trying to do science and trying to be a Ch,istian at the same time, emyone
seems to get confused. For that reason, this talk is designed to dispel that confusion with a few illustrations of my attempts at being a Christian and a scientist. More importantly, I want to convey to
you some of the synergism that occurs when the two come together.
So, what is a Christian scientist? You may think I belong to the Christian Scientists, a religious
group that was founded in 1879 by Mary Baker Eddy and publishes a nice newspaper. No, not that
kind of Christian scientist!
To complicate matters further, you may be aware that there are Christians at Valparaiso who
are not Lutheran. I confess that I am one of those. In Valparaiso I attend First Christian Church, one
of whose pillars a few generations ago was Henry Baker Brown-the same Brown who founded the
modern Valparaiso University and made it famous as the "poor man's Harvard" in the early 1900s.
So while I most definitely support and sympathize with the Christian intellectual tradition as it is
exemplified here today, my connection to the university spans a century or more of our fine university's history.
Then there's the matter of trying to be a Christian scientist. In January, some of you may have
heard a 75th anniversary talk in the Chapel by University of Georgia chemist and Nobel Prize nominee Fritz Schaefer. He's a Christian and a scientist with over 800 publications. There should be no
confusion distinguishing me from Fritz Schaefer. I have about 1/50th as many publications, and I'm
probably 1/50th of the Christian he is. So I'm not that kind of Christian scientist, either!
What am I, then? I'm a fairly slow-witted small-time researcher who once in a while lets his
Christian upbringing get in the way of his scientific work. In this overall context of abject failure,
now I'm going to tell a few stories (five to be precise) about times that I did everything wrong
according to the scientific establishments but did some things right by God, and the result was, to
my astonishment, some of the best work of my career! These stories all involve collaborations; for
me, when two or three are gathered together and really care about what they are doing, something
profound happens-which is, after all, exactly what the Bible tells us. This leads us to the subtitle of
my talk: "Four Vignettes and a Poem."
vignette 1: the cranky government scientist
It's 1995, and I've been in graduate school way too long already.
I go with my Ph.D. advisor and some students to a research conference at a resort in Montana.
At the conference, my little poster presentation on idealized models of air motion in the equatorial
stratosphere is not generating much buzz. Worse yet, the movers and shakers in this mathematical
end of meteorology are ignoring me or making rude comments.

The meteorologist
confronts what
the poet Frost
called inner
and outer
weather, and
does so fora
gathering
that honored
student
academic
achievement.

At that moment, up strides a fellow with a National Weather Service affiliation listed on his
badge. In the world of mathematical meteorology, the Weather Service is, to put it mildly, not
high up on the prestige ladder. I'm torn; do I play snooty and be like the Big Dogs of my field,
or not? I default to a basic Christian notion that everyone is deserving of respect. So I cordially
greet him and, as an ice-breaker, mention my connections to Weather Service forecasters back
home in Alabama.
The government scientist cuts me off in mid-sentence. He's not a typical weather forecaster
and isn't interested in small talk. He's a researcher in aviation meteorology, the forecasting of
weather for airplanes, a far cry from my Ph.D. advisor's specialty. And he's got one main question:
"How does your research apply to clear-air turbulence forecasting?"
To which I reply, Monty Python echoing in my ears, "I don't know!" In fact, I don't have a clue.
But the brusque government scientist thinks there are good connections, and we agree to stay in
touch. Back home, I loot the library for everything on aviation meteorology. I dig and dig, and then
find pure gold: proof that current methods of turbulence forecasting are no good when planes fly
through high-pressure regions! This discovery opens up a whole new area for me to explore with my
new collaborator, and chapter four of my Ph.D. thesis turns into an extended theoretical and observational analysis of aviation turbulence forecasting. Imagine my Ph.D. advisor's bewilderment!
Meanwhile, I submit this research to a prestigious journal under my own power. And as I do
so, I learn from various scientists across the country that my government-scientist colleague is
viewed as a headstrong crank without an ounce of sense in him. In fact, I'm told privately by his
superiors that I'm the only scientist he's ever listened to and not shouted down!
Why is that? Is it because, in the very beginning, I made the choice to listen to him first? Whatever the reason, our collaboration continues to this very day and led to a senior independent study
project here at Valpo last spring by senior Esther Jansen. I presented Esther's work at a VU Physics
Colloquium in February, and I will submit it to a journal this summer.
And my Ph.D. advisor is probably still grumbling, "What was all that aviation stuff about?"
vignette 2: you've got "e"-mail
Partly on the coattails of my clear-air turbulence work, I escape Wisconsin with my Ph.D. But I
go from that frying pan to the fire of a post-doctoral research position in climate research in New
York City. I'm a complete mismatch for this work. I quickly learn that climate modeling is a lot like
making politics or sausage; you really do not want to know too much about the ingredients that go
into that forecast of global warming. I refuse to do that kind of science just to hustle research dollars; I'm not that kind of scientist.
Meanwhile, my wife Pam is working as an intern at a National Public Radio program called
"Talk of the Nation--Science Friday." Maybe you've heard it. One of her tasks at "Science Friday"
is to open, read, and screen mail to the host of the show, an inventor and author.
One day in March 1997 she leafs through the mail at "Science Friday." This is a national radio
program, remember, and so the mail runs the gamut: conspiracy theories, U.F.O.'s, perpetual motion
machines, proofs that Einstein is wrong, you name it. Nut cases.
In this typical batch of nut-mail is a registered-mail envelope from an inventor in Connecticut.
Pam opens it up and looks in it. The inventor says he's discovered new ways to calculate the famous
constant "e" = 2.71828. And he's scooped the entire mathematical world on this, despite the fact
that he's never taken a college math class in his life. He did go to college, but he studied music composition. And so Mr. Inventor/Musician has revolutionized number theory, the study of numbers
like "e"? Like heck he has. Nut case.
But that's not what Pam thinks. She knows the host of "Science Friday" would toss the
inventor's paper in the circular file, so instead she brings it home to me. "Would you look it over?"
she asks.
Obviously, I shouldn't; I've got more important things to do than read junk mail. But I look at
it anyway. Why? Pam and I both hold out hope for the underdogs. Our faith is pinned on a fellow
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who came from Nazareth, after all, the most Godforsaken place outside of New Jersey. (Sorry, New
Jersey natives! Had to do that one.) Perhaps it's because of the improbable, yet plausible, quality of
the Gospel narratives that we keep our mental doors propped open for other, lesser miracles.
Whatever the reason, I read the inventor's paper. I get out my calculator. Then I get my old
calculus book. To my utter astonishment, the amateur mathematician and inventor from Connecticut is onto something. He has his formulas right; I can't find them in the textbooks; and they
work-better than the formulas in the textbook! I write him and cautiously invite him out to the Big
Apple to see if we can collaborate.
And boy, can we collaborate! In the next few months, we write two papers and develop at least
fifty new formulas to calculate the number "e" to very high accuracy. The inventor's intuition for
novelty and my knowledge of college-level math combine to take each of us to new heights.
Together, we have just enough theory and more than enough novelty to clear the hurdles of peer
review in mathematics. By November of 1998, our work is cited in Science magazine and the online version of Science News. We get e-mail from around the world. Established number theorists
are tinkering with our admittedly humble little formulas. And we must be famous: schoolkids write
us asking for help with their class assignments-in the Phillipines! Today, our third paper is ready to
go to a prestigious mathematics journal, and I can say with all honesty that this is the richest professional collaboration I've ever had. Oddly enough, it wasn't in meteorology per se!
And how did this work come about? I wasn't the creative genius behind most of the formulas.
My one stroke of genius-and Pam's-was having the guts not to throw the inventor's paper in the
trash. The inventor had also sent his paper to a prominent mathematician, but I was the only
researcher who gambled that he wasn't a nut case.
Meanwhile, my post-doc advisor is probably still grumbling, "What was all that 'e' stuff about?"
vignette 3: the "son of a fitz"
While I was ignoring my Ph.D. thesis in graduate school, I became very interested in the storm
that contributed to the sinking of the Great Lakes iron ore freighter the Edmund Fitzgerald on
November 10, 1975. Little did I know that Nature would provide a repeat performance on my
doorstep on the 23rd anniversary of this famous shipwreck, November 10, 1998.
The 1998 "Son of a Fitz" storm, as I dub it, batters the upper Midwest even more fiercely than
its 1975 counterpart. All-time low pressure records are set in Iowa and Minnesota. Hurricaneforce wind gusts lash Wisconsin. Even here at Valpo, one of the flowering trees on the east side of
Guild loses its main branch to the winds. Damage across the Midwest runs into the tens of millions
of dollars.
As a brand-new meteorology professor here, my first thought is: let's research this storm! And
my second thought is: tie the research to the original Fitzgerald storm! And my third thought is:
how can I get some money to do this? The deadline for Valpo's Summer Research Fellowships is less
than a week away. So I clear off my desk and whip up a proposal in a couple of days and win a fellowship! All I need is a student to help me with the work.
I place signs around Mueller Hall, looking for a good meteorology major to help me out. No
one takes the bait. I'm ready to go it alone when one student e-mails me in March of 1999. He says
he's interested, but "I've talked to my parents about this opportunity while home and they didn't
quite share in my enthusiasm." Hmm. His grades also don't suggest much promise of superior work.
Gulp. This is the scientist's worst nightmare: having all the pieces together except the human
component, without which you get nowhere. I know scientists who choose not to spend research
money instead of funding students or staff. I know scientists who judge students solely by their
grades or test scores. I can emulate them and politely turn my one applicant away. But Valpo is
supposed to be about teaching, and how better to teach someone than to do research side-by-side?
And this is a Christian institution; did Jesus check grades and test scores before recruiting his disciples? I take a risk and hire the student.
It's March, and the research fellowship is for the summer. As a warm-up, I encourage my stu-

dent to look at the November 1998 weather conditions and write a class paper on it. He dives into
the project with an enthusiasm I had never seen in him previously, and we grind away at our collective ignorance. When the paper is due in May, I am-pardon the pun-blown away: he's written a
beautifully formatted, near-journal-quality paper linking the "Son of a Fitz" storm with previously
unrecognized features in weather-satellite pictures. This is good work. This is really good work.
And it's not even summer yet!
With some editing, the paper is ready to get shipped off to two national meteorology competitions with early-June deadlines, deadlines I hadn't hoped to meet. My student wins one of the competitions, and is invited to give a talk at a national conference! (He gets $500, too!) Then we revise
the paper a little and submit it to a regional geography conference, and he wins another paper
award! Then he hears from a journal editor that he should submit his paper to the journal, and
they'll even waive the page charges. This work has blossomed into a full-fledged multi-student
research project, and even a chapter of a forthcoming textbook.
What was the secret to this success? Nature and Providence supplied the impeccable timing,
but the energy for the project came largely from the student, and no offense, but not every Valpo
student would have gone over-and-above like this fellow. So the key to all this success was my simply
having the nerve to trust in someone who doesn't rate highly by traditional academic yardsticks.
Keep in mind, Lumina Award winners, that research has a lot more to do with perseverance and
desire than with grades.
vignette 4: wind shift
I'll conclude with a story that reemphasizes my personal struggle with being "not that kind" of
Christian, scientist, or Christian scientist. In May of 1998, I attended a workshop on climate modeling in Italy, sponsored by (of all organizations) NATO, the same folks who run the show in Kosovo.
By that time I'd accepted an offer from Valparaiso University to teach here, and this was my lastditch attempt to force myself into the mold of a post-doctoral climate researcher.
From the moment I arrive in Pisa, I know I'm out of place. The students are much younger
than I am, from all over Europe, English mingled with French and Italian and Spanish and youname-it. The students' idea of fun is all-night naked partying in the pool at our posh resort. I guess I
should loosen up and join in, but I don't think Pam would approve! Eminent scientists use the occasion to get drunk every night. It's NATO-sponsored bacchanalia. We're not learning much because
the lecturers are babbling in jargon and we can't bring them down to our level. So we party some
more. It's a big joke, a big junket. But it's not funny to me; I'm not that kind.
During the workshop, I'm on the phone with Pam; it's late on Sunday night May 31st, the
night of Pentecost. We talk about our church in New York City and the unsuccessful Pentecost
poetry contest they sponsored. As I'm discussing this, something "clicks" inside of me just the way it
does when I discover a new formula or the mother lode of gold in the scientific literature.
I get off the phone and sit out on the balcony of my room. It overlooks a valley, and there is
none of the noise that assaulted my ears in New York. It's not even as noisy as little old Valpo. All
you can hear is the wind. That's it. I can feel the wind shifting inside of me, and all at once things
are coming together.
I flash back to a windstorm in Madison, in the summer of the floods, 1993. It was a wind
blowing out of a dying thunderstorm, strong but almost without gusts, and in the middle of the
night it woke us up out of dead sleep. Somehow that night in 1993, I knew the scientific reason for
the wind; it was the best short-term forecast of my life. The wind was adjusting, shifting from the
remains of an old storm, covering old ground in a new way. No one ever looked closely at the storm
in a scientific paper, though. It was small; people are busy; there are only so many meteorologists;
and weather is not as sexy as climate research these days. Worse yet, the printer for one weatherinstrument computer ran out of paper, and the computer crashed and all the data was lost. As a
result, this windstorm is lost to meteorology; it blew through and science didn't hear it.
Pentecost. Wind on the Italian slopes. Our scientific Tower of Babble. The forgotten wind-
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storm. The upper room. I listen to the wind out on my balcony, and by 4 o'clock that morning I
have written, of all things, not a scientific paper but a poem. The first poem of any type I've written
in fifteen solid years. It marks the wind shift for me, pushing me toward Valparaiso and a career in
teaching and research, in that order.
Amazingly enough, it has since marked the beginning of a literary career for me, because the
poem was published in the Wisconsin Academy Review and will appear later this year in the Valparaiso Poetry Review. Go figure. Some NATO bean-counter may grumble that I didn't come out of
the workshop a world-class climate modeler. In his ledger, I am a failure. But I did emerge with a
deeper sense of the paradoxes and conflicts, as well as the blessings, of being a Christian scientist.
That's worth a lot, at least to me, and to my students too, I hope.
So to close I share the poem with you now as a testament to the unusual gifts that have arisen
in my life when Christianity and science commingle. God bless you as you strive for excellence and
catch your second winds in your studies, careers, and lives.

f

Pentecost
30 June 1993

written Pentecost 1998,
Castelvecchio Pascali, Tuscany

Awakened by wind
Wearywondering: do
Iowa floodstorms beckon?
No; fluent, it lacks
Spurt and pause, a
Gustless rush sustained
Unpunctuated by thunder.
The shades shimmy. Stirring I
whisper to my scientist-spouse
"Geostrophic adjustment"
Speaking tongues half-translated from the
Greek,
Galilean variant,
Babble of a specialist.
A rare nimbus collapses, spawning
Gush into absence
Bursting headlong lest Earth
Spiral it askance,
Retrospective prophet of senescence.
Shade-trees supine, I shed linens and

Arise,
Dark-drunkenly staggering in shag
To the slamshut doorPassing through soundless stumbling. A
Severe weather statement scrolls
Assuring end to breeze
Unforeseen seconds hence,
Its source obscured, name
Stricken from public consumption.
Unstanched, the spewing sluiced past
Until sunrise, strewing
Streetslough and spiked squiggles on
Pressure traces to attest.
The tower gauge malfunctioned.
Story unspooled, peers share
Stitched-up passion, since
An eyewitness perspective
Simply isn't publishable.
Soulwhirring but wordless I
Await a second wind.
John Knox

At the time he gave
this talk,
John Knox held
a position in the
Department of
Geography and
Meteorology at
Valparaiso University.

A Letter to Troubled Lutherans
Daniel Malotky

I

n the name of jesus, deat Chdstian ftiends,
Full communion is happening, but the requirement for the ELCA to adopt the Historic Episcopate, as defined in Called to Common Mission, continues to be a stumbling block for many. We can
see, perhaps, the issue that full communion is trying to address. There is a practical need for a shared
ministry in various parts of the country. It is also clear that CCM leaves Lutherans with no explicit
obligation to acknowledge the importance of the Historic Episcopate concerning either the identity
of the church or the salvation of souls, yet some of us cannot help but see the Historic Episcopate as
a danger. With apologies to our Episcopalian brothers and sisters, the affirmation of the Episcopate
appears to be an act of weakness.
My purpose is not to analyze the fine points of the agreement or to cull the various confessions
of the Church in search of a response. Others have already done this more capably than I ever could.
Neither do I intend to engage in an extensive discussion about the merits of the Episcopalian understanding of the Historic Episcopate itself. Instead, I would like to begin with the fact of full communion and to claim, in the interest of unity, that we have the theological resources to reconcile ourselves to this fact despite our reservations.
We do not have to conduct an exhaustive search. Luther provides us with all the tools we need.
Luther, of course, did not see any need for a Historic Episcopate. In his explanation of what it
means for the church to be a priesthood of all believers, he provides the following striking example:
... suppose a small group of earnest Christian laymen were taken prisoner and settled in
the middle of a desert without any episcopally ordained priest among them; and they then
agreed to choose one of themselves ... and endow him with the office of baptizing, administering the sacrament, pronouncing absolution, and preaching; that man would be as
truly a priest as if he had been ordained by all the bishops and the popes.
(Luther, ''Appeal to the Ruling Class")

Professor Malotky
addressed his
Christian friends
at worship in the
Chapel at
St. Olaf College,
Northfield, MN.

In the light of the Word, we all have the same authority. "When a bishop consecrates, he simply
acts on behalf of the entire congregation ... " (Luther, ''Appeal to the Ruling Class" It is important to
note that Luther is not only calling the Historic Episcopate into question, he raises questions about
the episcopal structure of the church as a whole-a point that those of us with a Missouri Synod
background will be more likely to recognize. Notice also, however, that Luther is not rejecting the
episcopate (and the only form he knew was historic). He is only saying that it is not necessary.
We can find a parallel in the heart of Luther's theological reflection. The Law, for instance, is
not necessary. Luther suggests that true Christians will do more than the law requires without the
threat of legal sanction, but he also is drawing a more radical conclusion. If we are saved by faith
alone, we ultimately have no need of the law or the work that it measures because we do not have
to be good. The moment of faith, for Luther, lies in the recognition that we are not good, but that
God saves us anyway. Here, as many have pointed out, Luther dances along the edge of the antinomian abyss.
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He finds reasons, however, for Christians to follow the Law. The first is that Christians abide
by the Law in gratitude for God's love, but we are also motivated to follow the law as an act of love
for our neighbor:
For a Christian, as a free man, will say, "I will fast, pray, do this and that as men command,
not because it is necessary to my righteousness or salvation; but that I may show due
respect to the pope, the bishop, the community, a magistrate, or my neighbor, and give
them an example. (Luther, "The Freedom of a Christian." Obviously this was written
before the break with Rome, but the central point remains the same.)

Professor Malotky is
an assistant professor
of theology at
St. Olaf College.
He holds a doctorate
in religious ethics

We are to uphold the law because it is good for our neighbor, who may not be as strong in faith
as we are. By obeying the law, we acknowledge that the orders of this world have been given to us
by a just and loving God; but we also contribute to the restraint of wickedness in the world, providing an environment in which the Gospel might take root in the weak. A Christian's action in the
world is not for himself. He lives "in Christ and in his neighbor."
The applicability of this to our current situation becomes clear when Luther explicitly broadens
the argument to include 'laws' of human contrivance. He is critical of those who "want to show that
they are free men and Christians only by despising and finding fault with ceremonies, traditions,
and human laws; as if they were Christians because on stated days they do not fast or eat meat when
others fast, or because they do not use the accustomed prayers, and with upturned nose scoff at the
precepts of men .... "(Luther, "The Freedom of the Christian"). Luther advises us to follow the
Apostle Paul, who told Christians neither to give human traditions too much weight nor to despise
them (Romans 14:3).
Rather, our tendency should be to give public acceptance to human conventions in order to
avoid scandalizing the consciences of the weak. Our reservations are best kept private. The Gospel
and our neighbor should be our primary concerns, and if we close another's eyes to the Gospel
because of our rejection of the human traditions that often surround it, we have failed in our task.
Indeed, Luther suggests, we have failed as Christians.
This examination of Luther points to the difficulty of using labels. Those of us who are wary of
the Historic Episcopate may be called conservative, for certainly we seek to conserve the basic
beliefs of the Lutheran Church. If we look at the dispute in the light of the Reformation, however,
we can see that we are espousing the same kind of radical iconoclasm that Luther and Paul reject.
How is the Historic Episcopate different from appointed days of fasting, stained glass windows, or
any of the other human conventions of the church?
Perhaps, therefore, the Historic Episcopate is a crutch for the weak, but we should not pull
the crutch from the weak person's hands, for he will surely fall. On the contrary, we should even
use the crutch ourselves. We should use it, not because we need it, but because our neighbor does;
and we may eventually be able to show them how to stand without it. Our sensibilities should be
of no concern. Our focus should be on our neighbor, and in this case, our neighbor is the Episcopalian Church.
Some of our neighbors may only grow more dependent on the crutch, and in the new cooperation between the two churches, the Gospel message will occasionally be corrupted. On the other
hand, we must recognize that such corruption is not unique to churches with the Historical Episcopate. We cannot pretend to have avoided temptation by adopting one church structure over another.
If Lutherans have our own peculiar temptation, it is our tendency to wrap ourselves in the doctrines
and confessions of the church. We must be reminded, and the dispute over CCM may be a case in
point, that we are not saved by the purity of our doctrine. It is the Gospel message that should give
us hope, not our efforts on its behalf. The rectitude of our belief does not save-God does-despite
our inadequacies. Maybe our Episcopalian sisters and brothers can help us overcome this weakness,
even as we seek to help them with theirs.
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LATE SILVER
He's absent again.
Peaceful head nodding late silver"Playing hooky" he calls it.
Thin threads fall lamely
over relaxed books
stacked below the loose drift
of quiet thought that's
hidden, sequestered in his
nap of half-remembered years.

If he were awake
he might tell you
for the hundredth time
"I've been down that road before."
and you'd smile
before you asked yourself
how many times
he'd get to say it again.
Outside, the morning sun
plays hide-and-seek
and an excess from nervous twigs
-like a first snowfall spill
off quivering branchesfloats haphazardly
on hazardous wind:
Everywhere the cottonwoods
-yawning and stretchingsend forth new seed.

Phillip T. Egelston
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Process Convergence Declaration
reflections on doctrinal dialogue
Paul R. Hinlicky

T.ethec we confess, By grace alone, in faith in Chcist's saving work and not because of any
merit on our part, we are accepted by God and receive the Holy Spirit, who renews our hearts while
equipping us and calling us to good works." In these remarkable and encouraging words of last
year's Joint Declaration on the Doctrine ofJustification, Lutherans and Roman Catholics articulated
their convergence in teaching on the disputed topic of 450 years ago, when their paths diverged in
mutual condemnation.
In Christian theology the term, justification, refers to the question of how the sinner becomes
acceptable to the holy God. In the 16th century, Lutherans tried to say that it is faith in Christ which
makes a person right with God. This was first of all a call to reform the Mass: everything in the
church service should be done to lift up and magnify Christ the Savior of Sinners; consequently, any
worship practice that obscures Christ's mercy for sinners should be reformed. Catholics agreed that
it is faith in Christ which makes a person right with God, provided that this is true faith, i.e. active
in love which brings about the person's progressive transformation into a righteous person. Thus,
they maintained, traditional worship practices which exhort Christians to good works, such as the
veneration of Mary and the saints, should be preserved, not abolished. Lutherans agreed that good
works of love which progressively transform the believer follow from faith in Christ, but maintained that Christ, as apprehended in faith, is and remains the only reason why the sinner is accepted
by God. No matter what progress we make in righteousness, our works never suffice to become the
reason for our acceptance by God.
Both sides agreed that justification, or our acceptance by God through Christ, is a gift of God's
free grace, though in Lutheran spirituality this gift is identified more with self-entrusting faith while
for Catholics it is more associated with the infusion of God's charity, love. Thus the Lutheran slogan
was "faith alone," which Catholics misunderstood as recommending a merely intellectual belief in
doctrine about Christ, apart from personal transformation. The Catholic slogan was "faith and
works," which Lutherans misunderstood to imply that one finally has to earn one's approval before
God by doing good works, making Christ as savior ultimately superfluous. Both slogans, we might
critically note, fixed attention anthropocentrically on what was claimed to take place in the justified
sinner. On this basis, the two sides condemned each other and went separate and hostile ways for
the next 400 or more years.
In the past 35 years, an extraordinary labor of patient historical study and careful conceptual
analysis has cleared up this dispute and made way for the new consensus on justification set forth in
the Joint Declaration. In this essay, I want to focus on the process of ecumenical dialogue and doctrinal consensus of the last decades, beginning with the Second Vatican Council, which have brought
us to this happy moment. To understand and appreciate what is being said in the Joint Declaration,
it helps to know the historical context and the new methodology that produced it. In the first and
longest part following I will discuss four teachings of the Second Vatican Council and how they
were used by the Lutheran-Catholic dialogue. These four teachings concern ecumenism, religious
liberty, reform of the sacred liturgy and the idea of the church as a communion or fellowship rather
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than as a legal institution. I will then say a word about the idea of convergence in teaching, which I
hope may clear up or prevent the frequent misunderstanding that Lutherans and Catholics are
claiming to have agreed on everything. Finally I will conclude by pointing to the Christ-centered
solution which the Joint Declaration offers to the traditional dispute about justification
beginning with the second vatican council
Christian "discord," the Second Vatican Council's Decree on Ecumenism maintained, "openly
contradicts the will of Christ, provides a stumbling block to the world and inflicts damage on the
most holy cause of proclaiming the good news to every creature" (Abbott 341). The Decree on Ecumenism therefore mandated work aimed at new resolutions of the historic impasses in doctrine
through the method of dialogue. The method of dialogue seeks to "eliminate words, judgements, and
actions which do not respond to the condition of separated brethren with truth and fairness;" instead,
it seeks "a truer knowledge and more just appreciation of the teaching and religious life of both
Communions." Finally, it leads each to self-examination in face of Christ's will, so that "wherever
necessary, [each will] undertake with vigor the task of renewal and reform" (Abbott 341). It is correct
to see in this a concrete ethical imperative that arises out of a sense of repentance over the shameful
past of polemical theology. Pope John Paul II has frequently spoken in this vein. We must, he said in
typical fashion, during a visit to Slovakia in 1995, " . . .in no way reopen painful wounds, which in the
past marked the Body of Christ in [European] lands. On the contrary, today I, the Pope of the Church
of Rome, in the name of all Catholics, ask forgiveness for the wrongs inflicted on non-Catholics
during [our] turbulent history... ; at the same time I pledge the Catholic Church's forgiveness for
whatever harm her sons and daughters suffered. May this day mark a new beginning in the common
effort to follow Christ, his Gospel, his law of love, his supreme desire for the unity of those who
believe in him: "That they may all be one" Gn 17:21)." (I:Osservatore Romano, 2, emphasis mine).
This is a splendid illustration of the ecumenical ethic articulated in the Decree.
Yet the particular goal of ecumenical dialogue is to overcome the doctrinal division between
the churches, i.e., the divide in official teaching concerning the gospel. The dialogue envisioned is
between churches, not individuals, concerning official teaching, not popular ideas. The decisive
matter for Roman Catholicism in this commitment to doctrinal dialogue is that it thereby began to
recognize and acknowledge the existence of other, separated Christians as churches, as "ecclesial
communities," whose teaching pertains to the common Christian gospel. Rome thus ceased to
regard Protestants solely as misled individuals who ought to return to the bosom of the church. This
change in attitude has been decisively important for the Lutheran-Roman Catholic dialogue in
North America. Roman Catholic theologian Harry McSorly, for instance, commented in the dialogue on "Eucharist and Ministry" that in the Decree on Ecumenism, " ... for the first time the
Catholic Church speaks officially on the Lord's Supper celebrated by the separated Christian communities in the West.... This Decree did not say that these liturgies are simply invalid or non-sacraments because they are not led by "legitimate" ministers. On the contrary, the drafter of the decree
for the Secretariat for Promoting Christian unity explicitly turned back the proposal of 152 council
fathers who wished to have the decree say: "especially because of a defect of the sacrament of orders
[these separated Christian communities of the West] do not have the reality of the Eucharist." Thirteen of these bishops gave as their reason that, in the absence of orders, there is neither the full nor
partial reality of the Eucharist but only a non-efficacious sign. This view, widely held by Catholics
prior to Vatican II, but lacking foundation in the official doctrinal statements of the church, was
repudiated by the drafter of the decree (Lutherans and Catholics in Dialogue N 135).
Ecumenical dialogue thus presupposes in some real but not yet defined form the common dignity of the churches or "ecclesial communities" involved. By the same token, it implies the Roman
Catholic Church is not the whole Church. In the same North American dialogue on "Eucharist and
Ministry," Roman Catholic theologian Killian McDonnell interpreted a famous statement from Vatican Il's Constitution on the Church which says that the mystical Body of Christ "subsists in the
Catholic Church" this way: "In setting aside the word est [of a previous draft] and substituting the
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word subsistit, the council was able to express the identification between the church which Christ
founded and the Roman Catholic church, without making the absolute claim of being the only manifestation of that church. The move from est to subsistit is clearly a move to loosen up the exclusive
claim of the Roman church to be the one and only manifestation of Christ's church" (Lutherans and
Catholics in Dialogue N 313). I would add that this implies that the Church of Rome also shares in
the "defectiveness" of the divided church. Rome too suffers and falls short of Christ's will, in having
lost fellowship with the churches of the Reformation, not to mention those of the East.
It is certainly to be admitted that this new ecumenical attitude aimed at doctrinal reconciliation through the process of dialogue between Christian communions derives also from the changed
state of the Church in modern, secular society. The renunciation of the use of the secular sword at
the First Vatican Council and the positive theological and moral evaluation of religious liberty at
Vatican II also belong to the historical background of the Joint Declaration. The Decree on Religious
Liberty excludes on the grounds of revelation itself the possibility of resorting to coercion when
dialogue and persuasion fail: "Man's response to God in faith must be free. Therefore no one is to
be forced to embrace the Christian faith against his own will .... God calls men to serve Him in
spirit and in truth. Hence they are bound in conscience but they stand under no compulsion. God
has regard for the dignity of the human person whom He Himself created; man is to be guided by
his own judgement and he is to enjoy freedom" (Abbot 689-90). This affirmation of religious liberty
in civil society does not directly touch upon intra-Christian theological dialogue between churches.
But, given the resort to persecution and religious war in the aftermath of the Reformation, Christianity's new relation in the modern world to the secular state surely reshapes the context drastically. We are all in same boat in this secular society. We shall learn to row together against this
mighty tide or one by one we will be swept away by it to drown separately and ingloriously!
More theologically, we have to mention Vatican Il's Constitution on the Sacred Liturgy, which
intended to support the movement of liturgical renewal, along with its return to Scripture and the
Fathers. In one of the first Lutheran-Roman Catholic dialogues, Roman Catholic theologian Godfrey Diekman emphasized the Council's new theology of worship as an ecumenical resource which
roots all the Sacraments in "the Paschal mysteries," in "Christ the High Priest." Hence, he stressed,
"sacraments are our personal faith-encounter with Christ in the priestly assembly" (Lutherans and
Catholics in Dialogue I-III 69). This Christocentric stress on the gracious encounter of faith with
Jesus Christ in the sacraments moves us a long distance on the road toward overcoming the sixteenth century disputes about reform, since, as you recall, the Lutheran point was that everything
done in the Church's worship should lift up Christ the Savior of sinners.
Some years later, Roman Catholic theologian Avery Dulles envisioned Lutheran-Roman
Catholic reconciliation proceeding on this very basis of liturgical renewal. He wrote about a "new
Catholicism" less captivated by the "objectifying categories of the Scholastic tradition," and "more
strongly oriented toward mystery and symbol." This new Catholicism, he predicted, would succeed
"in transcending the impasses of the sixteenth century and inaugurating a fruitful dialogue with
Lutheranism." Dulles could imagine a renewal of the preaching of Christ within Roman Catholicism inspired by distinctively Lutheran themes. "Both Roman Catholicism and Lutheranism have
sought to steer a middle course between antinomianism and legalism. According to each tradition,
the law of God imposes a genuine obligation, but it must not be allowed to preclude the word of
pardon and grace that comes to us in Christ without our deserving it and hence, in a certain sense,
in spite of the law which condemns us. A theology of law and Gospel, therefore, can be, by Catholic
standards, fully orthodox" (Lutherans and Catholics in Dialogue N 276-7). When we bear in mind
that the Reformation was essentially a movement of liturgical renewal and reform, chiefly concerned about what actually happened in the church service, this movement from the side of the
"new Catholicism" is promising indeed.
Finally, we have to mention from the Second Vatican Council's work the new thinking about
the nature of the church as a communion, communio ecclesiology. In the fifth round of the North
American dialogue, Roman Catholic theologian Patrick Burns explained the new thinking about the

Catholic Church as a "communion of communions." He began by affirming that the principle of
unity in any church fellowship is "the saving presence of Christ in Word and Sacrament." Such communion with the really present Christ requires awareness in each congregation of its own "essential
relationship to the other local Christian communities through the world" where Christ is also present. This relation in and through Christ is expressed in the community of their bishops/pastors as a
communion of communions. In turn, there exists one pastor among the community of bishops
devoted to the whole, i.e., the pope (Lutherans and Catholics in Dialogue V 152).
This ecclesiology of communio lends itself to ecumenical flexibility and conciliation because
the concept of communio is far more relational than the traditional and exclusive legal-juridical categories of Roman Catholic thought. It allows for various sorts of relationships. For example, Roman
Catholics in the US dialogue on Mary and the Saints could recall that (just as traditional Lutherans
hold), "full ecclesial communion would involve agreement with regard to all truths that either
church holds to be binding in faith or inseparable from the gospel." At the same time, however, they
recall that "it is Catholic teaching that a measure of communion already exists between Catholic
and Lutheran churches" (Lutherans and Catholics in Dialogue VIII 123) because of the common
baptism into Christ and the common confession of the Incarnation and the Trinity made in the
Nicene Creed. This flexibility opens possibilities for degrees of fellowship in spite of the lack of
Lutheran assent, for instance, to the modern Marian dogmas. This thinking about the Church as
communion around Word and Sacrament thus builds a bridge across what previously were regarded
as impassible chasms.
the method of dialogue and the meaning of doctrinal convergence
These positions of the Second Vatican Council on ecumenism, religious liberty, the sacred
liturgy and communio ecclesiology are the presuppositions of the thirty plus years of LutheranRoman Catholic dialogue which followed. Harding Meyer of the Lutheran World Federation's Ecumenical Institute in Strasbourg recounts the enthusiasm with which this concept of dialogue was
welcomed 35 years ago: "One spoke no longer 'about' them but rather 'with them' as partners. Par
cum pari, equal to equal, this was the great new motto. It meant that before talking to the other one
had to listen to them: to their convictions, their concerns, their fears, their experiences. And the
goal of dialogue was to affirm together-rather than over against each other-what each wanted to
affirm. What finally could be affirmed together could not be known in advance. The dialogue
process itself had to answer that question. Thus the dialogue was an eminently open manner of
talking and dealing with one another" (Harding Meyer 25). Of course, dialogue had before it the
enormous challenge of overcoming 450 years of separation, mutual hostility, and new historical
developments. Careful, historical scholarship, good will and the perception of somehow sharing in
the common apostolic faith have worked to clarify the historic disputes and effect what is called in
ecumenical parlance a "convergence."
Convergence does not mean a fully harmonious agreement in all aspects. Rather, convergence
denotes the discovery of new formulations of teaching which cease to be mutually contradictory
and so cease to form independent causes of the division of the Church. In other words, the goal of
dialogue is to reformulate our teaching in such ways that both sides affirm what each holds to be
essential but avoids offending against what the other affirms to be essential. Such reformulations,
let me stress, presuppose that a sufficient basis of unity already exists in the apostolic faith in the
Incarnation and the Trinity, as defined by the Nicene Creed; they also presuppose that in the course
of history the Church has witnessed a legitimate variety of theological interpretations of the
common faith. So a distinction is made between doctrine or dogma, which is binding definition of
revelation, and various theologies, which are contextual attempts to explain the contents of the
Christian faith in a systematic way. For example, Athanasius' theology of divinization, Thomas's
theology of Christ as man's road to God, and Calvin's theology of divine election are three theological interpretations of the one, Christian faith. They do not fully harmonize with each other as theological systems, but neither do they contradict each other on the level of the binding faith in the
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Incarnation and the Trinity confessed in the Nicene Creed. In fact each of these three theologians
received the Nicene faith as binding. Precisely this, the common dogma, they sought to interpret.
As the Roman Catholic theologian Harry P. McSorely put it in the third round of the US
Lutheran-Roman Catholic dialogue: "Christians are not in full communion when they disagree on
binding dogmas of faith. It is one of the tasks of ecumenical theological dialogue to overcome such
dogmatic disunity between churches. But this is not to say that theological unity must be sought. A
variety of theologies can legitimately be developed within the one confession of faith" (Lutherans
and Catholics in Dialogue I-III 24-5). The burden of proof is thereby shifted. "To have the right to
live in separate churches, one would have to be sure ... that one is clearly in disagreement about the
truth" (Karl Rahner). The most recent of the American dialogues on Mary and the Saints reiterated
this understanding: "The goal of ecumenical dialogue is not to eliminate all differences, but to make
certain that the remaining differences are consonant with a fundamental consensus in the apostolic
faith and therefore legitimate or at least tolerable. Reconciliation is a process admitting of many
degrees, leading up to full fellowship in faith ... " (Lutherans and Catholics in Dialogue VIII 55). In
a doctrinally reconciling Church, there assuredly would still be vigorous theological contention
about the truth of the one Gospel, one Lord, one faith, one baptism.
We can further illustrate this with an example from the aforementioned dialogue on Mary and
the Saints. It asks the two churches to engage questions such as: "Does the Catholic Church require
its members to invoke saints? Could Lutherans live in union with a church in which this practice
was encouraged but not imposed? Could the Catholic Church live in union with Lutherans who
preach Christ as sole Mediator with the conviction that the invocation of saints will thereby recede?"
(Lutherans and Catholics in Dialogue VIII 56). In another place, the dialogue states " .. .in spite of
our real differences [on invocation of Mary and the Saints], we are not as far apart as it seemed at
first glance. From a common basis of belief Catholics challenge Lutherans to give clearer expression
in ecclesial practice to the koinonia of saints which includes the living and the dead in Christ. At the
same time, Lutherans challenge Catholics to give clearer expression to the sole mediatorship of
Christ in the devotional practices involving the saints and Mary... " (Lutherans and Catholics in
Dialogue VIII 122).
These examples show that ecumenical dialogue is not a way of ignoring or suppressing theological differences but rather making them constructive by taking them up anew in a mutual way,
in the strength of the shared Christian doctrines concerning the person of Christ and the Trinityand now the convergence on justification. Ecumenical dialogue seeks sufficient convergence to
remove contradiction and exclusion, to restore a theological fellowship which is seeking better
solutions to the traditional conflicts.
conclusion
In this light, let me conclude with two remarks about the text of the Joint Declaration which
deserves and demands careful study at the grass-roots. First, the Joint Declaration does not regard
the condemnations of the 16th century as simply wrong. Rather it says that in principle these condemnations said something true, i.e., pointed out a danger that had to be identified and rejected. If
Catholics ever really said that one can earn Christ's grace by good works, that was wrong! If
Lutherans ever really said that one can believe in Jesus but live like a swine, that was wrong! What is
being said today is that these- in principle, correct-condemnations do not apply to today's ecumenical partners, who do not officially sanction these errors.
Second, one may wonder if the Joint Declaration points to a better solution to the teaching
on justification than either side previously had, namely, the idea that faith justifies and faith is
active in love just because Christ himself is present and active in faith. This is a central contention
of Tuomo Mannermaa, whose seminal study of Luther's second Galatians commentary lies behind
the the Joint Declaration's reformulations of the classic Lutheran position. He wrote: "It has
become a commonplace to assert that the thought of justifying faith is alone the the center of
Luther's thought. This conception is in need of revision. Justifying faith is as such according to the
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Reformer a fides abstracta, an abstract faith. It is not the content of the common Christian life and
faith, which first finds own expression as a fides concreta or a fides incarnata. Faith always together
with love forms incarnate, concrete faith." (Mannermaa 104, my translation). Isn't it indeed clear
that if Christ himself is present, then faith makes us acceptable to God just because and only
because in faith all our sins and grief become Jesus' and all his goodness and love become ours?
Likewise, isn't it clear that if Christ himself is present in faith, then faith without works is not
merely dead, but the impossibility a sheer abstraction?
The 16th century doctrinal formulations were, in spite of their best intentions, anthropocentric, focused on what transpires in the justified person rather than on the agency of the crucified and
risen Lord in his people. But I submit for your consideration the thesis that in its Christ-centered
reformulation of the teaching on justification, the Joint Declaration points us to a better solution
than previously known. And that is joyful cause for drawing us all closer together.
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the deeper magic: a sermon on Psalm I

David K. Weber
Jeremiah writes, "The heart is devious above all else; it is perverse!" Who can understand it?
As severe a judgment as this is, this analysis of the human heart contains a hidden hopefulness. The
human heart may be devious, perverse, and beyond understanding, but it is not beyond redemption.
This hopefulness, I want to suggest, is most understood by such characters as Adam, Eve, King
David, or St. Peter who, moments before falling, saw temptation and treachery as desirable, or perhaps unavoidable, now find everything of importance threatened. Bowed under the weight of their
deeds, lonely beyond the comfort of words, they repeat to themselves, "I don't understand! Who
can understand?" Then interrupting their anguished cry they hear the voice of God saying, "I the
LORD test the mind and search the heart." If God is not surprised that the human heart deceives
and is deceived, there may yet be hope.
It is one thing to believe that God understands the deceit of the heart. It is quite another thing
to hope that God does not abandon us to our anguish. Would not God say, "You have made a bed,
now sleep in it." Yet this is not what we find in God's treatment of David, the archetypal deceived
deceiver. Once exposed for adultery and murder, David's despair gives way to the prayer "create in
me a clean heart." What in Nathan the prophet's clever and devastating analysis of David's deceit
offered hope of restoration? The answer is that the analysis did not freeze David in his deceived
condition but rather invited him to abandon the "way of the wicked" and walk in the "way of the
righteous." The deceived heart is put on the way to a new heart.
In order to think more about this relationship between brutal analysis and subsequent hopefulness, let us consider the first Psalm. However, before I do this, I must clarify how I read this Psalm's
divide between the way of the way of wicked and the way of the righteous. The character Dmitri in
Dostoevsky's The Brothers Karamazov best captures my understanding as he says, "The devil is
fighting with God and the battlefield is the human heart." The wicked are not out there anymore
than the righteous are in here. Rather, in the geography of the human heart, there is a moveable line
between righteousness and wickedness. As such, so long as we are under the condition of sin, we
always need both the analysis of the way of wickedness and the account of the blessed way of righteousness. We first consider the analysis of the deceiving human heart.
i. analysis: the deceit of restlessness
Were the way of the wickedness obviously evil, it would not be deceiving. Truth to tell, the
wicked are attractive, energetic, and animated, walking with the successful, making their plans,
and mocking those they stepped on in getting to the top. One thing to say about the wicked, they
are not boring. In fact, as their lives are filled with so many possibilities, rather than sleep, they
"plot mischief while on their beds ... " The way of the wicked is restless, and that is just how they
like it. Because, in the way of the wicked, waiting is indistinguishable from dying; restlessness is
the cardinal virtue.
In the recent book, Transforming Our Days, Richard Gaillardetz offers a stinging analysis of a
contemporary form of restlessness cultivated by computer technology. For all that may be said in
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favor of this technology, Gaillardetz wonders if it may not be training us to love things, that are
immediately shimmering and obviously useful over persons, who are rarely immediately brilliant
and who resist being used. Herein lies the wickedness of a seemingly good technology; it warps our
sense of time so that we undervalue persons and overvalue things. Time in cyberspace is 24/7; it
reflects none of the rhythms of creation. It is rather chopped into controlled units that we must
"make the most of," "use wisely," and vigilantly find ways to save. We fail to see the deception that,
for all our effort to save time, "we have lost the ability to 'spend' time." Spending time implies
patience and restfulness. Restlessness probably works in the world of things, but in the world of
persons, the one thing needful is spending time. For real reasons which we dare not ignore, we are
losing the ability to spend time.
Let me illustrate my point by considering the relationship of spending time and knowing truth.
(Knowing truth is analogous to knowing a person, as both require prolonged attentiveness that
finally leads to recognition and appreciation.) Consider the reaction to the assigned reading of St.
Augustine's Confessions. When you began to read, did you presume that the difficulty of the text
was a sign of its depth; a promise that if you patiently committed the time to the text, it would
reward you in ways that were not immediately obvious? Or did you do what too many others did:
you gave in, threw it down, and chalked it up as boring? My point is not to scold but to show how
our restless impatience cuts us off from the things that lie beneath the surface. If something is not
obviously good, we fear that it might be a waste of time.
This lack of patience cuts us off, not only from important texts, but from the deep things we
need to flourish in life. Given the nature of this world, notes the Psalmist, we either tap into the
deeper things or we perish. The way of the wicked is evil because it is restless. Being restless, the
wicked do not sit still long enough to grow deep roots. Being restless, they are rootless; they are like
grass that perishes as quickly as it flourishes (Ps 103). It is not that the wicked fail to flourish. It is
that their perishing is as hurried as their flourishing. No sooner have they blossomed, they "wither
like chaff." Their perishing is like their flourishing, moving, always moving, like chaff driven by the
wind. Chaff-what an insightful trope for the deceptive thinness that threatens our lives. Dare we
not take seriously the way that virtual reality thins our lives and keeps us on the surface by the hurried meeting of minds without bodies? It is as immediate as it is not intimate. And what if this technology, good that it may be, does in fact shape the ways we see and experience our lives? What if it
does deceive us into false notions of time and things? Then we must consider the alternative: the
way of righteousness.
ii. the alternative: we are not grass
The bad news is that the grass quickly grows and quickly withers. The good news is, you are
not grass. Now stop being deceived and stop judging your life by grass's shallow standard of flourishing. You are of the righteous and so are like a tree planted by the river. This is who you are. Now,
how can we learn to see ourselves in this way? The answer is deceptively simple: by resting and
taking the time to see who we really are. It is not that the righteous fail to flourish. It is rather their
flourishing is not outward and wayward. Rather a tree flourishes downward, beneath the surface.
Only after our roots are sunk deep do we grow, slow and steady, upward. According to the Psalm,
our growth is not in hurried spurts but in that delight which comes of meditation on the way and
word of the Lord. Delight is that quiet contentment that comes on the far side of contemplative
meditation. This word "meditation" implies a kind of chewing, like a lion standing over its kill, with
rapt attentiveness to the senses of sight, smell, and taste of its prey. The righteous delight to "chew
on" the law of the Lord. Delighting is not an onerous duty but the result of that attentiveness to the
deep structure of the creation.
Delight does not make sense in a culture of "coming attractions" because the best things are
what we do not yet have. We must always be discontent rather than delight in what and who is
already before us. We do not delight because we have bought the slick advertisements that our happiness is yet to come. How then do we overcome the attraction of the slick? Friction, says Gail-
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lardetz; we must learn to appreciate the "indispensable role of friction in our lives." How can we
appreciate friction when it is so often associated with frustration? In the world of shimmering, pliable things, friction is frustration. But in the world of persons, friction is necessary for fruitful relationships. Consider the friction we sometimes experience in the give and take of our conversations.
Real life conversations are rarely efficient and effortless. They are often times filled with misunderstanding and require that we clarify, repeat, perhaps repent, and slowly come closer to what we
really mean to say. Friction is crucial for fruitful conversation. The process of writing a paper offers
an analogy as it moves from the rough draft, through criticism, to revision, then to the finish. In the
end the delight we take in the finished paper owes itself to the friction of criticism and revision
which has forced us to go deeper and to be clearer. The delight of the finish justifies enduring the
friction-but only in retrospect!
The Psalmist sees that this friction is an indispensable experience for us to delight in God's
world. This positive read of friction does, however, depend on the reality of reconciliation. In a
world where embodied sinners rub up against each other, inevitably we rub each other the wrong
way. How can we ever hope to delight in the same persons who rub us and whom we rub the wrong
way? How can friction be anything but an impediment to delight and appreciation of others? No
doubt reconciliation is an inspiring ideal; it is also difficult to believe when one is experiencing the
frustration of friction. In the experience of friction we tend not to think of our delight at the end;
we just want the frustration to end. For example, Jesus teaches that the friction of poverty and
meekness lead to blessedness. Yet, when we are experiencing poverty or reduced to passive meekness, we feel anxiety and frustration, not blessedness.
The words of Jesus conflict with our experience. Hence, if we are to follow Jesus, we must be
able to stand up to the reality of frustration and deny it. We must be capable of seeing the good end
beyond the frustration. The Psalmist says that, so long as we see ourselves as grass, there is no
denying the experience of frustration! Grass knows that time is short; to wait is to let life pass one
by. But we are not grass; we are trees. This means two things: first, the friction we experience
stresses the roots of the tree and so drives them deeper into a deep structure of reality where poverty
and meekness are blessed conditions. Second, we must know or believe that the stressed roots actually find this deep source of life. Everything depends upon there really being a deep structure of
reality which feeds our roots. From experience we know how difficult it is to believe in this deep
structure, especially when we are being stressed. While it may be hard to believe these things, the
belief itself is not altogether unattractive. C. S. Lewis's children story, The Lion, the Witch, and the
Wardrobe, illustrates this point.
The story is about four children who come into the magical land of Narnia through an
enchanted wardrobe. This land is caught in a struggle between the evil White Witch, whose spell
made it "always winter and never Christmas," in Narnia, and the good Lion, Asian. Edmund, one of
the four children, falls under the White Witch's spell when he eats her Turkish delight. Ironically,
the "magic" is that "the more he ate of the Turkish Delight, the more he wanted." Delight was
exactly the thing he failed to obtain. As the hunger turns to addiction, Edmund consents to betray
his brother and sisters in exchange for the deceptive promise of more Turkish Delight. Near the end
of the story, Edmund recognizes his treachery and escapes to Asian's camp. He is not, however, out
of reach of the White Witch. Appealing to the "deep magic" of Narnia, the witch demands that
Asian return the traitor, who must pay for his treachery with his life. Asian, submitting to the deep
magic, (i.e., the foundational structure of justice), acknowledges the legitimacy of the witch's claim,
then offers himself as Edmund's substitute. Of course, the White Witch agrees to the exchange, violently kills Asian on the stone table, and sets out to secure her domination by routing Asian's forces.
This near-certain victory is, on the following morning, interrupted by the resurrected Asian. The
lion explains this event by noting that the witch agreed to the exchange because she knew the deep
magic (justice) but was not around when Narnia was founded on the "deeper magic" of mercy.
Asian's actions were not intelligible to her; indeed, they were absolutely foolish, because she did not
know the deeper magic.

David Weber
teaches in the
Department of
Theology at Valpo
and directs the

Living in a world built on the deceptions of the immediate and the shallow, it is difficult to
believe that we are trees and that our life is drawn from the deeper magic of mercy. Everything
depends on there really being a "deeper magic" from which we draw our life. As St. Paul asserts, if
Christ is not raised from the deep dead, any hope based upon a deep structure is empty and those
who believe such things are pathetic. But Christ is raised; the way to deeper mercy is opened to us.
We "do not fear when heat comes" nor are we "anxious in the year of drought" because we are like
trees planted by rivers of water, and our leaves-thanks be to God- do not wither! f

Church Vocations
Program.

STAYING ON
The smoke is a kind of tether,
holding the house to the sky.
I wake in the dark before daylight
seeps through the kitchen
like broth. I feel like my own grandmother
alone by the stove at six;
Flame licks the kettle as Jesus
presides with his narrow, lit face.
A bird calls see-saw, see-saw.
The sky turns the color of mill<.
I see her turn from the window, clenched

in my last-night's dream: her eye
grips the kitchen in warning.
Her mouth is clasped like a purse
with its only coin. She cuts the stem
of the flowers, trims the meat
of its fat. The sky is bone-white china. Her hand
the shadow behind each china plate.

Anne Shaw
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thoughts on church government

Thomas C. Willadsen

"What did you go out into the wilderness to look at? A
reed shaken in the wind?"

Luke 7: 24b, NRSV

Nothing in seminary ever prepared me for
taking part in the government of my denomination. This may be because I attended a nondenominational school, or it may be because
these meetings are so remarkably boring that my
professors chose not to mention them. Whenever
Presbyterian ministers are ordained or installed,
we promise to "be active in government and discipline, serving in the governing bodies of the
church ... " [Book of Order G-14.0406b(9)].
Which means that four times a year when my
Presbytery holds a meeting, I attend.
My grandfather described his experience in
World War II as "ninety percent boredom and
ten percent Hell." I describe Presbytery meetings the same way, without the break in the
tedium which Hell afforded Gramps in the
South Pacific in 1942. There are occasional
moments of real drama in the life of a Presbytery: examining candidates for the ministry,
celebrating pastoral retirements, voting on
whether to permit a church in extreme dysfunction to continue or close; most of the time the
meetings are, in a word, dull.
At my Presbytery's last meeting, we voted
on a number of proposed amendments to our
denomination's Book of Order. One of the proposals would have forbade church officers from
taking "part in conducting any ceremony or
event that pronounces blessing or gives approval
of the church or invokes the blessing of God
upon any relationship that is inconsistent with
God's intention." This a long-winded way of
keeping my denomination from conducting
same-sex unions or covenantal ceremonies for

homosexual couples. The proposal could also
have the effect of forbidding baptisms for the
children of homosexual couples and weddings
for couples who are living together prior to marriage. This promised to be the most hotlydebated topic at February's meeting. Mter the
discussion the Moderator announced that we
would be voting by paper ballot. All of the other
votes on amendments had been by voice. There
was a discussion of how we were to vote on this
amendment and the closest vote of the day was
the vote that selected the use of a paper ballot
for this amendment. We voted on how to vote.
The vote itself was an anti-climax; we voted five
to one against the proposal.
The most interesting thing we did all day
was vote on how to vote. I could have been
home having Pokemon battles with my five year
old, but I was voting on how to vote.
I have made a strong case for why my mind
tends to wander a tad at Presbytery meetings.
This is not a bad thing. Some of my most creative daydreaming sessions take place in
crowded church sanctuaries when my colleagues
in ministry are describing how to slice the mission budget for next year.
Last September's meeting at the Hogarty
Presbyterian Church in Aniwa, Wisconsin, was
unusually fruitful. The church is a stolid, functional building midway between Aniwa and its
only suburb, Hogarty, on the county road which
links the metroplex.
I traveled there on a perfect autumn day
with two elders from my congregation; both
were voting delegates to this meeting. We
arrived just as the meeting was being called to
order and sat in the overflow section because all
the good seats were taken. There is no stained

glass in the overflow section so I could look out
the dirty window and see flies buzzing around,
flies my son would love to catch, flies who are
free to zip here and there, go up, go down, look
over the roof. Flies, who unlike me, are free and
out in the beautiful autumn sunshine. Beyond
the flies I can see the last row of a browning
cornfield. Harvest is coming. The worship service emphasized the goodness of creation and
how we glimpse God's goodness in the abundance of the harvest. I am one with this message.
Then I think "Communists can't possibly
conquer here." I know this is a holdover feeling
from the 80's, but there's something about the
permanence of rural, open, big places that makes
me feel safe. The first time I heard someone say
"We're safe from communists" was when my
seminary roommate pointed out that if the
Soviets marched down 53rd Street in Chicago,
"They'd never get past Harold's Chicken Shack
and Ribs and Bibs." Even though we don't need
to fear them anymore, I still feel especially safe
from invading Soviets someplace like this. Here
in Aniwa, thinking of 53rd Street-perhaps the
least rural, open place on earth-makes me smile
to myself.
The minister presiding at communion is
wearing a Guatemalan stole. She must have been
ordained between 1985 and 1992. Guatemalan
stoles were de rigueur for young ministers then.
I don't know what's de rigueur anymore. Alas, I
am behind the curve.
Lunch is a standard mass feeding of Presbyterians' fare: Swiss steak over mashed
potatos, cole slaw, pickles. One of my table
mates, a slim forty-something woman, says, "I'll
do the dastardly deed," and takes a piece of cake
from the plate. I took two, but I don't feel dastardly; I mean we had already passed the plate
around the table once.
The lunch room is too loud and much too
hot. I have about a half hour before the next part
of the meeting. I decide to walk along the
highway to the top of the next rise. The walk
takes about ten minutes.
"That ought to do it," I say, out loud to
myself. I have no idea what I was thinking that
made me say that. It's like trying to track one's
thoughts just before falling asleep. "This is a
good daydreaming session," I think to myself in
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a more lucid moment.
I find a dead butterfly by the road and take
it home to Peter, a sulphur. He hasn't caught
one yet. People back at the meeting will marvel
at its beauty.
Cirrus clouds are flying away from me and
appear to be rising. I get motion sick watching
them, and return my eyes to the ground.
I cross the Eau Claire River. Twice. It is true
to its name. Scattered leaves have fallen onto its
surface. They will flow down to the Mississippi.
"How long will that take?" I wonder.
I stop to watch aspen trees blown by a mere
breath of wind. Yes, that's what I was supposed
to see on my walk. I head back to the church.
Two ministers pass me on the other side of
the road and ask if I want company. "No, I'm just
enjoying the day, thanks."
"What?"
"No!" I smile to soften the harshness of
shouting at my colleagues. Right now I don't
want more friends. Just better ones.
Back at the meeting, the Discernment Task
Force reports on how the deck chairs should be
arranged on the Titanic. Since before I arrived at
this Presbytery the organization has been in a
state of flux. (Presbyterians hate flux. I mean it's
The Book of Order for a reason.) But now we're
closing in on a new structure that will be "flexible" and "responsive." Exactly how this will
work is unclear to me. I choose to trust my colleagues who have slaved over a hot organizational chart for three years and vote for the proposal. Then I look out the window. Those damn
flies don't know how lucky they are.
My congregation receives an award for
taking all four of the denomination's special
offerings last year.
Later in the meeting, during a time of
prayer, we thank God for Nancy, who's been the
Presbytery's secretary for 25 years. We also
thank God for salvation and the sunshine and
beautiful day. Sitting so far back I decline to add
my own prayers: for safety from The Evil
Empire, sulphur butterflies, and quaking aspens.
We drive home, having discharged our
duty and contributed to the governing of our
church. As always, the best part of the day is the
conversation in the carpool as we drive back to
Oshkosh. f
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a little night lexicography

Charles Vandersee
Dear Editor:
In Jade Snow Wong's Fifth Chinese
Daughter, one of the early (1945) examples of
important Chinese American writing, Jade Snow
makes field trips to two San Francisco factories.
Taking a "labor course" at Mills College, she
brings her classmates to her father's little overall
factory, in the same building where her family
lives. Then the instructor takes them, for contrast, to "a large factory manufacturing a famous
national brand of overalls" (surely Levi Strauss).
To Jade Snow, the "most striking difference" is not size but "the intensity of the Caucasian men and women pieceworkers, who did
not chat or stop one moment. No one looked
around, ready to laugh and relieve his
boredom." Unlike at her father's factory, "[a]
baby would have been unhappy and entirely out
of place there." "Jade Snow was thinking that
the boss of this vast establishment could not give
his personal attention to train each apprentice
to correct habits, nor could he repair a
bassinette for a tired worker's baby; nor could
his wife sew alongside his employees and invite
a hungry worker to have some soup in her factory kitchen."
It sometimes strikes me that the modern
American university, seen from the outside, must
seem a weird combination of these two factories: on the one hand, a friendly place of productivity and nurturing (only a young misanthrope can elude a string of acquaintances, some
sympathetic faculty mentor, ample partying, and
the feeling of social development). On the other
hand, a university can seem large and impersonal, grinding out knowledge and other news
at the expense of attention to students and par-

ents. An outsider could grasp a university if it
were one or the other-a maturation center or a
gigantic dreary sweatshop-but how do you
figure out something hybrid? Especially if, in the
cyberage, this institution is said to be undergoing
a startling metamorphosis?
So intermittently for the last few months,
I've been thinking about the intersection of
ethnography and lexicography, quite as Jade
Snow Wong in her Mills sociology class considers "such terms as 'norms,' 'mores,' 'folkways."' What if you were writing a dictionary of
contemporary higher education, trying to say to
outsiders what it all looks like on the inside?
Evoke its ethos. And, for complication and honesty, keep in mind that insiders would also be
scrutinizing your effort.
Such a dictionary has been proposed by
young scholars worried that in recent years "the
discourse on values, virtue, community, and education has been dominated by academics and
politicians from the extreme right of the American political and intellectual spectrum." They
invited others to join for a few hours to start
reformulating "words associated with higher
education in order to survey and reclaim a progressive, inclusive, and diverse vocabulary."
As we pondered various approaches to
writing entries, it became clear that for me at
least that the bland stipulative definitions of most
dictionaries were not richly adequate. Nor did
we want to be aggressively polemical, or timebound to the immediate moment, as with Cary
Nelson and Stephen Watt in Academic Keywords;
a Devil's Dictionary for Higher Education.
Appealing instead were short provocative
essays, as entries, by Canadian novelist and
public intellectual John Ralston Saul in The

Doubter's Companion: A Dictionary of Aggressive Common Sense (1994). In defining dictionary itself he sees lexicographers not escaping
dissimulation: "In the disguise of description
they offer prescription. This is done in a dissected, dispassionate manner as if simply
reporting on usage."
So, what if individuals in various disciplines, acquainted with different types and sizes
of institutions, attempted prescriptive definitions without disguise? A dictionary could even
publish several entries prescribing on the same
topic. If overlap, fine; if oblique or outright disagreement, maybe even better. The Wong and
Strauss factories might not have been the only
kinds in San Francisco.
What am I myself coming up with? Clarity
and candor, I hope, since universities do sometimes excessively cherish-or tolerate-obfuscation. Also, I hope for astringency, briskness, and
directness, if not originality. These strike me as
the necessary ABCDs of the enterprise, and here
are five of my experiments thus far:

ivory tower
The ivory tower is where one gets serious
and valuable work done. To be "up in an ivory
tower" is to be in a place where the air is better,
where it's blessedly quiet, and where the texture of the surroundings is smoothly conducive
to untrammeled thought, rather than abrasive
and distracting. In the ivory tower men and
women think new thoughts, analyze data
painstakingly, develop promising projects,
create new music and art, and generally enhance
life. Here are acquired insights and "breakthroughs" that the world below is sometimes
not ready for.
Thus the plea is sometimes made for
scholars and artists to "come down from their
ivory tower," since the freshness of their
thinking can be an intolerable reproach to those
below, too often jogging through the quagmire
of the quotidian. That is, people down below are
keeping up the usual American fast pace, though
business-as-usual, politics-as-usual, and language-as-usual generally conduce to what
Thoreau in his ivory tower, a cabin made of secondhand boards, called "lives of quiet desperation," in modern America expressed as substance abuse, road rage, and domestic violence.
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When an ivory tower is not readily available, its
benefits may often be secured in a studio, an atelier, a garret, or a retreat.
intellectuals
Intellectuals want to see more mind in human
affairs than is normal; they think it would be to
everyone's advantage if the world were run
rationally. Intellectuals think, for example, that
politicians campaigning and in office should
devote themselves not to image-building but to
a total thoughtful package of reality dedicated
to justice and economizing. Donors, niche-ists,
and other special interests would soon abandon
aggrandizing dreams.
Intellectuals otherwise are like most
people, though they often like to convey an
image of their own, that of being skeptical
toward private vehicles (except Volvos), advocating instead better public transportation as
response-real and symbolic-to the nation's
expensive "me-first" tendency. Not all (or even
most) intellectuals are vegetarians.
Not all (or even most) college and university professors are genuine intellectuals; some
colleges have none. A genuine intellectual is a
national treasure, like a world-class golfer, novelist, actor, director, dancer, architect, composer. Intellectuals are often not immediately
recognizable, since they typically accommodate
themselves to the world as it is, rather than
struggle quixotically to make it something else,
even though their designs for that something else
might be just what people want and need.
Unfortunately, though often gifted at design,
intellectuals are not necessarily talented at
making working drawings or negotiating with
contractors.
Intellectuals are not to be confused, on the
one hand, with TV talking heads or, on the other
hand, with mad scientists, these being different
and more primitive species.
socratic method
An often-nefarious teaching practice,
antithesis of a learning community, in which
obsequious learners submit uncritically to the
charisma and logic of a male elder who
approaches each session with a predetermined
set of conclusions to which he leads unsuspecting disciples, through a linguistic forest of

their own making and his, such that the destination eventually seems inevitable and the path
uncommonly fraught.
Perhaps owing to the intellectual aura surrounding ancient Greece, and to efforts at selfpromotion now lost to history, Plato has succeeded in elevating the method of Socrates into
the best teaching method in the best of all possible worlds. The socratic method of teaching by
pursuing a meandering pathway of important
questions is, of course, one among several valuable methods, but when that method systematically-or sometimes whimsically-excludes
bypaths that might lead to other, if not opposite,
insights and conclusions, it can hardly be said to
deserve idolatrous status.
lecture

In academia, a lecture is equivalent to a
sermon or homily in church and equivalent to
an oration or address in a legislative assembly or
public gathering. In all three cases, one individual makes a lengthy communication to a large
number of other individuals. If the hearers are
few, this form of communication is called a talk.
Lectures, sermons, and orations have
grown increasingly unacceptable in the U.S.,
except (often) among African Americans, especially in churches, seeming to indicate that
African Americans have managed to sustain their
attention spans, while Euro Americans have
grown unreasonably restless.
The typical length of a lecture is 50 minutes, and calls for reform in higher education
widely discourage use of it, on several grounds.
First and most recently, learners may more
readily acquire "the material" by downloading
print from a Website, reading it as convenient,
with class time thus freed for clarification,
follow-up, and discussion. Second, lectures are
said too often to repeat merely what's in the
expensive textbook required for the class.
Third, lecturers are said too often to be
untrained, tedious, disorganized, afflicted with
distracting mannerisms, and otherwise ineffective. Fourth, modern human beings supposedly
can give sustained attention to a lecturer for only
a few minutes at a time, the brain necessarily
shutting down in order to process the material
just presented, or to recuperate, thus losing
ongoing portions of the material.

While all four objections have merit, a fair
assessment of the situation must bring up the following points:
First, it may not be true that all learners
learn best by reading and marking a printed text,
convenient as it is to obtain such a text, with
everyone having a personal printer. For some
people the ear rather than the eye is better able
to take in what's going on, while the brain is
energized by the physical presence of other
human beings.
Second, at least in name-brand institutions,
few lecturers repeat the textbook, wishing
instead to give some other angle on the material.
This enables learners to see that "subject matter"
is not inert but often covert-elusive, that is, and
like a ball carrier on the football field, effectively
approached from various directions. While that
other angle may be present on a Website, it tends
to be modified and enlivened in a lecture hall by
the very presence of the learners-the stimulation their presence provides. It often happens
that even a gifted teacher falls into laborious
syntax, or else grating breeziness, when writing
something to be read, whereas the physical presence of active hearers induces shorter and
clearer sentences, and (crucial) offers the chance
to ask and note responses-no matter how large
the group: ''Are you with me so far?" ''Am I being
clear?" "Should I go over that again?"
Third, when a lecturer gives indications of
being untrained and ineffective, the problem-a
solvable one-is with the lecturer, rather than
an indictment of the medium called lecture.
Provosts need to establish permanent resource
centers on their campus in which lecturers are
urged, perhaps required, to attend workshops,
videotape themselves, and in other ways learn
how to improve oral delivery-without necessarily adopting all the fervent strategies of performers in the great black preaching tradition.
Fourth, the "short attention span" may be
a recent social construct in the U.S. rather than
an innate biological phenomenon. It may be that
learners need workshops in listening-in paying
greater attention to emphases, transitions, and
threads, and in disregarding clocks, water bottles, stomachs, and engaging specimens of
humanity in the next row.
Finally, too little gets said about the
building committee having possibly failed to dis-

charge its duty, by permitting the construction
of lecture theaters where seats are too close
together, intense ceiling lighting creates discomfort, and hard surfaces enhance ambient noise.
In sum, there remains a large and effective
place for the lecture, with lecturers, learners,
and maintenance people responsible for clearing
that space of debris and distractions. The lecture
method of instruction is the easiest object of
attack in academia, owing to a curious breakdown of critical thinking on this subject, and a
curious willingness to accept, as a matter of faith
or dogma, its alleged inherent failure.
research
Either the most important or second-most
important activity in academia, depending on
whom you ask, research consists of 1) thinking
things up, 2) looking things up, 3) writing things
up, and 4) trying things out. All of the above.
Since to some degree each of these four
activities is also necessary for effective teaching,
it's easy to see why veteran practitioners see little
conflict between teaching and research. In
teaching, you 1) make out a syllabus (think
things up), 2) find out what's new (look things
up), 3) make notes for each class session or construct a lecture (write things up), and 4) leave
spaces in the semester to try something unpredictable or serendipitous.
Yet there is a major difference, universally
acknowledged, between research and teaching.
Teaching, by definition, addresses your intellectual inferiors-not necessarily inferior in intellectual carrying capacity but in present capacity
and competence. Research, by contrast,
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addresses your peers, people who in your field
already know as much as you do, or more. The
purpose of research is to tell these peers what
you've found out that they don't know. It gives
your ego a boost to do this, and it gives you a
new lift when you walk into class. It may also be
of some value in advancing knowledge.
Outside of academia, research is sometimes
attacked for being superfluous or trivialrepeating the same routine thing in different
words, as if writing yet another overplotted
whodunit or perky gardening book. This charge
deserves some consideration, though "importance" is finally in the eye not of the outside
beholder but of the scholarly world. It needs to
be said that most scholars have a clear idea of
how their article, paper, monograph, or book
clarifies or complicates some larger matter. The
outside observer typically is not trained to perceive this.
What also needs to be said is that investigation of any topic, piddling or towering, keeps
the scholar mindful of the demands that genuine
scholarship imposes (for example, attention to
complexity, nuance, rigor, and variables). This is
no small matter when, in the culture generally,
including popular media, the tendency is to play
fast and loose with ideas, language, evidence,
and public credulity. Happily, there are many
small scholarly fingers in unstable dikes the
world over, which would not be the case if colleges and universities did not honor research.

From Dogwood, yours faithfully,

c.v.

predators of innocence

Fredrick Barton
I have lived in safe neighborhoods all my
life, and I have never gone to war. Nonetheless,
I like to think of myself as a man of courage. I
think of those idiotic head-on tackling drills
football coaches of my era used to require, how
I hated them but how I went through them
rather than walk away. I remember the night in
high school when I was "parking" with my girlfriend, and three guys motored slowly by several times before stopping to harass us, how I
got out of my car and challenged them to fight
me one at a time "like men." I vividly remember
standing up to the hulking bully on the basketball team at my new school who elbowed me
hard in the ribs twice on the first day of practice until I attacked him in a fury and knocked
him to the floor. More important, I remain
fiercely proud of telling my country I would not
fight a war in Vietnam I did not believe in and
felt to be morally wrong, how scared I was that
such a stance might mean I'd have to flee my
loved ones for refuge in Canada or else spend
time in prison. So I am brave, I assure myself I
have been tested, and I have stood tall. And
underneath my self-assurance, I know a coward
slinks into shadow.
For I was more afraid of being thought a
sissy than I was daunted by the certain pain of
smashing into a teammate on the football practice field. I was more afraid my girlfriend might
think me "chicken" than I was worried that three
boys might jump me at once and beat me up. Yes,
I attacked the bully, but in the irrational state of
anger, not the coolness of true courage. Even my
stance against the Vietnam War was a false test.
In the final analysis, severed ankle ligaments
from a basketball injury made me physically ineligible, so I never had to go to prison or to

Canada to avoid military service in southeast
Asia. I know what I say I would have done, had
those been my choices, but those weren't my
choices, and I will never know for sure what I
actually would have done. And in my circle of
friends at the time, one needed little courage to
speak out and demonstrate against the war.
Though it shames me to remember, I recall
too many occasions when courage was called for
and I was found wanting. In grade school I stood
aside while the boys in my class mercilessly
teased an overweight girl, accused her of disgusting acts none of us saw her commit. And if I
was never mean directly to her face, I snickered
about her along with the others when she was
not around. Worse, when I transferred schools
as a high-school senior, I came upon a boy who
was openly tormented by his peers. John had
been born with only a seven-inch fleshy protuberance where his left arm should have been,
and so the other boys hailed him only as "Lefty."
In gym class, when we played a game of dodge
ball called "bombardment," the other boys
would deliberately avoid hitting John until he
was left alone on his side. Though his right hand
was too small to grasp a volleyball from the top,
he would try to compete, trapping a ball against
his foot and rolling it up his leg and side until he
could get his hand under it to fling at his opponents. Then, after sneering at his feeble efforts,
the other boys would endeavor to hit him all at
once, with five balls or even ten hurled simultaneously and John with only one arm to deflect
balls aimed at both his head and groin. Wanting
to be liked and accepted by the guys at my new
school, I did not demand that they stop. I did not
stand at John's side and use my two good arms
to deflect the balls from hitting him. Instead, I

just squirmed and looked away. And I will carry
that cowardice to my grave. And that is among
the reasons why I cling so ferociously to my
belief in divine forgiveness.
Human beings do horrible things to one
another. The few are perpetrators, and the many
are collaborators. Both groups justify their
actions and lack thereof by defining the victim
as somehow other, as somehow deserving a cruel
fate. And all are guilty, perhaps even equally
guilty, for the ring leader relies as much on the
complicit silence of the mass as on the viciousness of his henchmen. Two vastly different
recent films, one historical fiction, the other
contemporary documentary, illustrate how
decent people can be violated at once by the
malicious, the unfeeling, and the cowardly.

sundry ways in which his countrymen abetted
those who have ruled them, and he notes at the
film's beginning that the advent of what will
prove a disastrous war is widely greeted with
enthusiasm. Renata's family, though, is not
among them. And from the outset, however
much Renata craves acceptance by his peers, he
is a boy who stands apart, who sees the world in
a different way.
When we meet him, shorter and skinnier
than his friends, Renato is still a boy in short
pants. Only when his father buys him a bike will
the other boys in his neighborhood grant him
admission into their gang. Once included,
Renato discovers that his fellows are devoted to
spying on the town beauty, Malena Scordia
(Monica Bellucci), the voluptuous, ravenhaired, twenty-seven-year-old daughter of the
beauty resented
high school's Latin teacher. Malena is the wife
Comparable events happened all over of a soldier already in Ethiopia and soon to be
Europe when Hitler's storm troopers retreated thrown into the fierce desert campaign in North
before the Allied onslaught. As lands were lib- Africa. Renata's friends hang out across the
erated, collaborators were pulled from their street from Malena's house and follow her like
houses and aggressively confronted by those a swarm of insects when she walks to town to
against whom they had sided. People were ver- shop or bank. They concoct lewd tales about
bally harassed, beaten, shorn of their hair, what each would like to do to Malena. One boy
stripped naked, and hounded into exile, if not even boasts of having been lasciviously solicited
killed. Because we rightly regard the temporary by her. But whereas the other boys think of
Nazi hegemony as Evil Incarnate, we have taken Malena only in terms of their own coarse lust,
little notice of and mustered less concern for Renato, no less sexually excited by her,
those who endured the wrath of the betrayed. nonetheless regards Malena as an object of
One reaps what one sows. At the heart of devotion. To Renato, she is an emblem of purity,
writer-director Giuseppe Tornatore's magnifi- of ethereal beauty. The other boys ravish her in
cent "Malena," then, lies a gesture of aston- their imagination; Renata idealizes her and
ishing humanity. He dares wonder who the becomes her unknown champion. Together, the
betrayer might be and why one might cast his stories of Malena and Renata become the story
lot with the enemy. Tornatore's purpose is of Sicily itself.
Though "Malena" is ultimately a sober
hardly to defend or even excuse perfidy, but to
acknowledge that seemingly indefensible acts film, Tornatore molds the beginning for bawdy
may sometimes be committed by defensible, comedy and in so doing recalls Federico Fellini's
"Amarcord." In both films the teenage boys are
even sympathetic people.
The narrative in which this bracing theme obsessed with masturbation. Here, Renato oils
emerges is set in the Sicilian city of Castlecuto, the creaky springs of his bed to better conceal
and it is developed, beguilingly, as a coming-of- his nightly raptures of onanism. Heaven is a
age tale. Renata Amoroso (Giuseppe Sulfaro) night spent with a shamelessly filched pair of
has just turned thirteen in 1940 when Mussolini Malena's lacy black panties spread across his
announces his partnership in Hitler's war face. Other comic passages, though, belong to
against England, France and Russia. Because the "Malena" uniquely. My favorite is a sequence in
people of Sicily have been dominated sequen- which Renata tries to procure sanctuary for
tially by the Mafia, Fascists, and Nazis, we tend Malena by repeatedly praying to a saint and
to think of them as victims. Tornatore sees the lighting a candle before the saint's statue. When
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his prayers go unanswered, he attacks the statue she takes refuge with the enemy, offering her
as savagely as he might a human traitor. In its company and charms to the German officers
cinematic style, however, and in Ennio Morri- who have occupied the town and treat the inhabcone's superb score, "Malena" will recall Torna- itants with sneering disdain. The Germans are
tore's 1988 masterpiece, "Cinema Paradiso." nominally allies of the dictator the townspeople
Renata's imagination and habit of thinking of saluted and cheered so short a time ago. But
himself as a movie character summon memories when Malena takes the arm of a German officer,
of Toto, the dreamy, romantic and idealistic she is not just a whore but a traitor. And the popyoung Sicilian movie projectionist who grows ulace seethes with hopes for an opportunity to
up to be a major Italian filmmaker. "Malena" exact retribution. The liberation which arrives
does not follow Renato into adulthood, but his with the American advance provides the townsuncommon capacity for empathy leaves us with people the freedom to punish Malena for having
expectations that he will largely acquit himself so long been their victim.
well as he grows older.
Early in "Malena," Tornatore establishes a
Unfortunately for Malena, the adults of metaphor which informs much of what follows.
Castlecuto have more in common with Renata's The other boys in Renata's gang discover an ant,
friends than with Renato himself. The men in trap it and then employ a magnifying glass to
town leer at her and make crude comments cook it alive. This is precisely how the townsabout her barely out of her hearing. When people of Castlecuto behave toward Malena.
Malena's husband is reported dead at the front, They magnify the incidental details of her life
men line up to console her, only to move their into crude distortion. When she comes to town
lips against her widow's veil with the indecency to visit her father, to cook and clean for him,
of crude proposition. The women treat her even they presume she's arrived to meet some unidenworse, gossiping about her without remorse, tified lover. After the news of her husband's
exaggerating into a vicious campaign of calumny death, when she entertains the chaste attentions
baseless tales of impropriety that begin as mean of another soldier about to be sent off to war,
conjecture and metamorphose into cruel lies. the townspeople judge her guilty of conducting
She is almost saintly in response. She not only a tempestuous affair. The tormented ant does
refuses to answer those who attack her; she not survive to sting one of the boys, but if it had,
barely acknowledges their existence. But this just they would have seen the ant's attack as justifuels the frenzy of their hatred for her. As the fying their cruelty. For the townspeople see
war progresses, and the entire town is seized in Malena's taking sanctuary with the Germans as
the grip of hardship and deprivation, Malena proof of all the lies they've told about her.
becomes an almost conscious scapegoat. The
Thus, in its surface attitude about the
townspeople even manage to turn her own Sicilian populace, "Malena" is the diametric
father against her, and when they do, her cir- opposite of "Cinema Paradiso." In the earlier
cumstances quickly become desperate. She tries film, to fully embrace his identity, Toto must ultito take in sewing to sustain herself, but no one mately return home. The people from Toto's
will give her work. Even when she has money, town have their limitations, but only their vision
the women in the market refuse to sell her food. is restricted, not their heart. In contrast, the
A madman claims to be her lover, and she is small-town Sicilians of "Malena" are shockingly
accused in court of being an adulterer. The devoid of compassion, and we can only imagine
lawyer who defends her extracts payment for his that Rena to must leave someday if he is to realize
services by raping her.
his fullest potential. As depicted here, the people
Eventually, to survive, devoid of alterna- of Castlecuto learn their lessons slowly if at all.
tives, Malena becomes what all her neighbors The Fascist leadership slips out of its black uniclaim her to be. The scene in which she makes form and into civilian garb without changing its
her decision is instructive. She cuts her long dark vicious nature.
hair and dyes it first red and later blond. She
Critically, though, Tornatore is wisely reluctakes on the outward guise of the slut; she tant to let his heroes break their tethers to the
becomes someone other than herself. And then soil of their rearing. A victim of class and even

ethnic prejudice as a youth, Toto fails to find
enduring love among the prosperous Romans
and other northern Italians with whom he
works. Renato, we learn in a voice over, will
suffer the same fate. The end of "Malena"
smacks of an uncomfortable macho posturing
tinged with a haunting melancholy. And this is
entirely deliberate, making us ache for Renato
in two ways at once: that life hasn't satisfied him
more and that in ways, inevitable perhaps, it has
diminished him. Renato is left yet to discover
what Toto learns at the end and what Malena
herself seems always to know. Talent or great
beauty may make you seem to stand apart. But
you are different only in dimension, not in kind.
The film states explicitly that dignity can only
be found where it has been lost. But that
phrasing seems to me slightly askew. Looking at
the example of Malena, I would state the proposition this way: dignity can be affirmed or
denied, but affirmation does not bring it into
being and denial cannot destroy it. You must go
home again, spiritually if not physically, not
because of the heart which some homes may not
have, but because, like DNA strands in your
genetic code, you are tied with unseverable
bonds to the place from whence you arose.
tackiness punished
In a wonderfully instructive moment in Randy
Barbato and Fenton Bailey's documentary, "The
Eyes of Tammy Faye," the title figure arranges
for a makeover in prelude to new publicity
photos. Long past her high profile days as an
evangelical television star, divorced and remarried, Tammy Faye Bakker Messner remains stubbornly hopeful of returning to the limelight.
Subsequently, we will witness her perky but
painful visit with an independent TV producer
to pitch several divergent ideas for new shows
to star in. But in the makeover scene, those hired
to give Tammy Faye a new and fresh look are
astonished when she arrives in full makeup,
rather than merely fresh scrubbed. Deflecting a
proposal to dispense with her flamboyant, mascara-stiffened false eyelashes, Tammy Faye
adamantly refuses to change what she considers
her trademark feature. Asked to remove her
makeup, Tammy Faye reveals that her eyebrows
and lipstick liner are "permanent," in short, tattoos that cannot be altered in any way. Eventu32133 The Cresset Pentecost l2001

ally, the photographer's assistants conclude that
making over Tammy Faye Bakker Messner is
fundamentally impossible; what you see is what
you get.
If you were like me and paid at least passing
attention to the fraud trial of Jim Bakker back in
the late 1980s, you wavered between an irritated
presumption of his guilt and dismissive contempt for those he snookered. Jim was a crook,
and, like so many of his other followers, Tammy
Faye was a joke. Remarkably, astoundingly, this
film successfully calls both those conclusions
into question.
There is no doubt that Tammy Faye is an
odd bird. Raised the oldest of nine children in a
lower-middle-class Minnesota home, Tammy
Faye met Jim Bakker in a small Bible college and
married him in 1960 when she was only seventeen years old. For a time Jim and Tammy Faye
traveled the country as itinerant evangelists,
conducting tent revival meetings wherever they
could find a congregation willing to gather.
Eventually, they made the acquaintance of a little
known man named Pat Robertson, a preacher
who dreamed of creating his own Christian
media empire. The Bakkers assisted Robertson
in the undertaking that produced the Christian
Broadcast Network (CBN) and became that network's first big draw, starring in their own inspirational puppet show. Shortly, Jim proposed a
Christian "Tonight Show" and founded "The
700 Club" which also became a hit with evangelical viewers. After it did so, however,
Robertson took over the host role, and the
Bakkers were out of work.
They journeyed from East Coast to California and helped found the Trinity Broadcast
Network (TBN), still another Christian network, but once again they were forced out by
their partners, this time Paul and Jan Couch
(who is a sort of Tammy Faye without the class).
Finally, in North Carolina, the Bakkers founded
Praise the Lord (PTL), a Christian network that
by the 1980s became the most powerful on television. Resolutely non-denominational, determinedly eschewing the right-wing culture wars
waged by other televangelists, PTL was a sensation, successful enough to command tens of millions in donations from the faithful, powerful
enough to launch its own satellite and undertake
world-wide broadcasting on a twenty-four-hour-

a-day basis. The crucial misstep began when Jim
got the idea of building Heritage U.S.A., PTL's
own Christian theme park. He did manage to get
it off the ground, and a for a time in the mid1980s it appeared fabulously successful,
attracting a number of visitors exceeded only by
those to Disney World and Disneyland. Debt service was incredibly high, however, and PTL
turned into a perpetual fund raiser, an obviously
strained Jim concocting ever grander schemes
for how his followers could give them his money,
Tammy Faye at his side, crying her eyes out
about how hard they were working and how
much help (read dollars) they needed.
Then in 1985, Charlotte Observer reporter
Charles Sheppard got a tip that PTL had agreed
to pay $265,000 to church secretary Jessica
Hahn as a condition for her remaining silent
about a one-time sexual encounter she had with
Reverend Jim way back in 1980. Following the
trail of that payment into the complicated
finances of PTL and Heritage U.S.A., Sheppard
found what amounted to a pyramid scheme of
monumental proportions. Bakker was promising
donors "partnerships" in Heritage U.S.A. that
simply could not be honored. The story broke,
charges were filed, the jury ruled, and Jim was
sentenced to forty-five years in prison (he did
six) for fraud, despite the fact that remarkably
few of his "partners" affirmed the complaints
against him. While Jim was in prison, the couple
divorced and Tammy Faye married old family
friend Roe Messner.
On the few occasions I watched PTL (I
could barely bear it even as something to laugh
at derisively) I was certainly contemptuous of
the Bakkers' tawdry "Gospel of Fun" and the
obvious vacuity of their feel-good theology. It
was a short step to assume them guilty of conscious evil. That's precisely where "The Eyes of
Tammy Faye" demands that folks like me look
again more closely. The film does not exonerate
the Bakkers of tackiness, but it makes a compelling case for their sincerity. There is a difference, the picture submits, between ineptitude
and crime. Businesses go bankrupt all the time.
Business managers make poor decisions, overextend, and end up broke. Jim Bakker ended up in
prison. Would this have happened, the documentary wonders, had he and Tammy Faye not
been objects of such scorn from the likes of me?

In the Bakkers' defense, "The Eyes of
Tammy Faye" dismisses charges of greed. The
$400,000 they were paid as annual salaries
allowed them a life of luxury to be sure, but no
more so than that of their rivals. Pat Robertson
and Jerry Falwell had better taste, perhaps, but
they lived just as well. Moreover, PTL and
Tammy Faye in particular opened wide Christian arms to homosexuals in an era (which has
hardly ended) where Robertson, Falwell and
countless less prominent religious leaders have
decried homosexuality a "sin" and an "abomination to God." Tammy Faye's popularity in the
gay community no doubt accounts for drag
queen RuPaul Charles' narration, which he
delivers without a hint of distancing irony. In the
end this picture argues that the Bakkers were
patsies. They were always naive. Early in life
they got scammed, first by Robertson and then
the Couches. At the pinnacle of their careers,
they got blindsided by Falwell who emerges as
the unquestioned villain of this piece.
At the height of Jim Bakker's nightmare
over financing for Heritage U.S.A., Falwell
hinted he might have to go public about the Jessica Hahn story; all the while he offered to take
the reins of PTL temporarily while Jim and
Tammy Faye stepped aside for rest, reflection,
and recuperation. They never returned. Falwell
orchestrated their firing, subsequently boarded
up the theme park, and made off with PTL's
satellite. Falwell's public comments about his
role in PTL's demise are shockingly self-righteous, judgmental, and lacking in charity: "God
sent me there to bring an abrupt end to the
immorality and financial fraud of this religious
soap opera that had become an international
embarrassment to the Christian gospel. In hindsight we all now realize that PTL had been a
moral cancer on the face of Christianity."
"The Eyes of Tammy Faye" doesn't answer
all the questions it might. I would have liked to
see the filmmakers directly inquire about the
reasons for the Bakkers' divorce and the nature
of their relationship today. (Tammy Faye never
speaks ill of her ex-husband.) And strive though
it might, I remain unconvinced that Jim is the
utter innocent the documentary would have us
conclude. Journalist Sheppard seems to bear the
Bakkers no personal ill will, but he remains
adamant that Jim's oversight of PTL involved at

least marginally criminal ineptitude. Still, he
offers a canny comment about Falwell's role in
the Bakkers' demise. Jim and Tammy Faye were
definitely "scheming," he says, but Falwell and
his people were "cunning," and "cunning
trumps scheming every time." Whatever Jim's
conscious or neglectful malfeasance, this film is
convincing that Tammy Faye is a victim. She is
outrageous but never insincere. She's a person
of some talent, astonishing good humor, and
inspiring perseverance. Most important, she's a
person with a genuine goodness of heart.
Tammy Faye Bakker Messner is not beautiful like Malena, so she has not been the object
of jealous resentment. Rather, she has been the
relentless and undeserving victim of scorn. Just
as beauty is a condition, not a virtue, tackiness is
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a matter of taste, not a sin. Admittedly, it is easier
for us to muster sympathy for the saintly
Malena, and her story propagates an urgency
that she be sheltered from further harm. In contrast, I do not come away from Tammy Faye's
story desiring to watch her sing or yearning to
hear again her vapid declarations about her relationship with God. But seeing the world through
Tammy Faye's eyes has opened mine. And I am
ashamed for having felt so superior to her, for
judging her guilty of things for which she was
almost assuredly innocent, for thinking about
her and her circumstances with such contempt.
And I know this for sure: I would rather stand at
her side before the gates of heaven than to get in
the line for judgment headed by the likes of the
sanctimonious Reverend Mr. Falwell.

f

HALFWAY TO HEAVEN
Halfway to heaven-the mountains and switchbacks,
the sheer, thousand-foot
drops where description
is action-I'm still at the wheel,
a Buckeye
in search of the big, big sky. Goodbye Hoosiers,
goodbye Chicago, goodbye Missouri, I said. You flat,
easy states of my youth
I'm going West.
I need to be part of something unstable,
I thought,
something like mountains and canyons,
like the spray off of salmon-laddered and thousand-foot falls,
the ups and downs of the wild and radical West.
I need to be part of erosion. I need
to be part of the glacier's rasp and part of the stalk.
I need to be part of the leap, part of the antler, hoof and tooth.
I need to see hills being born. I need to see mountains move,
I thought,
so you see why I'm crying,
still at the wheel
and threading the switchbacks through range after range.
For everything's done. The mountains are up. The canyons
are down, the glaciers are icy and packed,
each to its acre,
in between peaks. The water is falling and sand
is carried away by the wind. The rivers by now can turn
down the channels they cut by themselves to the sea.
The wolves and the elk and the moose and the bear know the drill
and everything broken
already's been broken. In fact,
I watched one morning a grizzly
sharpen its claws down the trunk of a tree and I thought
he was tilling the bark like a farmer would earth,
breaking the flatness, and then
the sun
broke through the curtain of clouds and day
broke in the East.

Mike Chasar

Joseph Sittler. Evocations of
Grace: Writings on Ecology, Theology, and Ethics. Steven BoumaPrediger and Peter Bakken, Eds.
Grand Rapids, Ml: William B.
Eerdmans Publishing Co. 2000.
Outside of an eclectic group of
ecological theologians and some
well-versed Lutherans, few today
would recognize the name of
Joseph Sittler. This absence of fame
would render him unsuitable even
as the answer to the jackpot question on Who Wants to Be A Millionaire? Much too obscure. Hence, a
collection of selected sermons,
essays, and academic addresses by
Sittler is unlikely to elicit much of a
response other than (to echo the
title of the one-time MTV public
affairs program) "Like we care."
Well, one should. Care, that is.
Sittler was a provocative theologian whose writings should not go
the way of all flesh. Peter Bakken
and Steven Bouma-Prediger have
done their part to keep Sittler's
memory alive, collaborating editorially on Evocations of Grace, a collection of Sittler's essays on theology and ecology.
Sittler was, in an intellectual
sense, a world historical figure-a
person ahead of his time and out of
synch with his age. Sittler wrote on
theology and ecology well before
other theologians discerned any
connection. Debate over DDT
dates to Silent Spring by Rachel
Carson in 1962. Lyn White's 1967
essay "The Historical Roots of the
Ecological Crisis" linked Christian
theology and the environmental
crisis. Sittler's own ecological and
theological ideas were formulated
prior to these watershed events of
the environmental era.
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Those expecting to find in Sittler's writings the voice of a prophet
of ecological apocalypse will be
mildly surprised. Although he
warns of the planetary predicament,
Sittler foregoes the familiar gloom
and doom, choosing instead to
sound a note of hopeful anticipation. God is at work in the world,
and nature is not beyond redemption. Grace, not guilt, is his organizing matrix for understanding
humanity's relationship to nature.
The Christian doctrine of creation
ex nihilo means this universe is the
free act of a transcendent God. Creation is delivered out of the realm
of necessity and placed in the realm
of grace, of gift. Theology, unfortunately, tends to obscure this foundational truth. Catholic theology separates nature and grace; Protestant
theology, particularly the Barthian
strain, removes creation from the
orbit of God's grace. Grace for
Barth is the-anthropocentric-just
between God and humans.
Sittler will have none of it. His
fundamental commitment to creation insists that the arena of creation is as fully graced as salvation.
That arena he describes in vivid,
evocative terms. One encounters
the divine in nature in a way that
transcends and challenges rational
reflection. Although originally
hired as a systematic theologian by
the Chicago Lutheran Theological
Seminary in 1943, Sittler eschewed
the grand systematic schemes of
Tillich, Barth, and Niebuhr.
Although not beyond envying the
scale and scope of systematic
efforts, he remained deeply suspicious of self-satisfied systematizing.
After all, systematic theologians
had, with respect to humanity's
relationship with nature, "made

pretensions of... massive asininity,
betrayed ... broad-backed insensitivity, and. . .been most blind
to ... revelatory fact" (''A Theology
of Earth", 1954). Small inconsistencies in systematic thought
weren't the hobgoblins that concerned Sittler; ignorance of nature
as an arena of divine grace was.
At the World Council of
Churches gathering in 1961, Sittler
delivered a keynote address, "A Call
to Unity," (1962) linking the unity
of the church to a commitment to
God's unity within the creation. In
doing so Sittler articulated his most
notable theological contribution:
cosmic Christology. Historically,
Christian theology considered the
doctrine of creation a "First
Article" doctrine; that is, affirmed
in the first article of the Apostles
Creed relating creation to the
person and work of God the Father.
Theologians who specialized in the
doctrine of creation became known
as "First Article theologians." The
unfortunate effect of this division,
however, was that in time of
redemptive crisis where salvation
was the issue, the doctrine of creation disappeared from the radar
screen. The Protestant Reformation
and its subsequent period of
scholastic orthodoxy are pre-eminent proof of this tendency.
Sittler recognized the theological gaffe inherent in the Apostles
Creed. Building on the cosmic
Christology of Colossians 1:15-20,
Sittler developed an ecological theology with a focus on the second
person of the Trinity. Creation and
redemption no longer bifurcate;
creation spreads from the First to
Second Article of the creed (as it
does in the other ecumenical creed,
the Nicene). Sittler gladly accepted

the conceptual messiness of a
cosmic Christ in the person of Jesus
of Nazareth. It's a biblical messiness, expressed beautifully in the
Johannine mystery of the incarnate
logos. Sittler's work in broadening
the trinitarian base of the doctrine
of creation would be extended by
later theologians. Moltmann's God
in Creation (1985) would do for
pneumatology what Sittler had
done for Christology. That Sittler's
own theology of the Spirit and creation ("The Role of the Spirit in
Creating the Future Environment"
1968) was somewhat crabbed was a
correctable error once he had established a trajectory.
That Sittler is remembered
through this collection is a hopeful
sign. Sittler opposed the dominant
neo-orthodox, existential, and historical movements of early 20thcentury theology, and subsequent
developments have vindicated his
opposition. Here's hoping that Evocations of Grace will be successful in
transmitting Sittler's persistent
genius to the generation for which
his message is most appropriate.
Rolf Bouma

booklines
rediscovering Bernanos
In the February 26, 2001, issue
of The New Republic, James Wood
makes the familiar comment that
"There are good reasons to be suspicious of 'religious' novelists. Or,
to put it another way, there are
good reasons to consider the novel
a secular form." The subject of
Wood's review is the recent retranslation and publication of Monsieur Ouine (University of Nebraska
Press, 2000) by Georges Bernanos
(1888-1948). For Wood, Bernanos
represents an ideal instance of the
case for the well-founded "suspicion of religious novelists."
Setting aside obvious counterinstances such as Dostoevsky, Percy,

or O'Connor, I believe that
Bernanos shows us what is possible
for a religious novel. That religious
novelists have so often failed in this
endeavor is quite beside the point.
In Bernanos, we get a provocative
view of the world as it is in all its
failings, promise, and fragility. The
novelist of faith may be the best
equipped to paint this picture.
Many English-speaking readers
know Bernanos only through his
Diary of a Country Priest, the beautiful and evocative account of the
struggle against evil by one
unnamed, naive but resilient priest.
Others may know Bernanos
through his libretto for Francis
Poulenc's opera Dialogues of the
Carmelites. Still, Bernanos is not a
writer well known in the Englishspeaking world. His renown pales
in comparison to his contemporaries Mauriac, Celine, or Malraux,
let alone Gide or Camus. Englishspeaking Protestants are twice
removed from this great French
Catholic writer who so often trades
in priests and in clerical corruption
and redemption.
And yet, Christians of all persuasions need to read Bernanos.
And now we can-more easily than
before. The University of Nebraska
Press has taken on the exciting
prospect of re-presenting Bernanos
to readers who may have never
encountered him before. This press
has already released the first ever
English translation of The Impostor
as well as the aforementioned Monsieur Quine. Under Satan's Sun is
scheduled to be released this year.
All of this bodes well for a rediscovery of Bernanos. There was previously no English translation of
The Impostor, and Monsieur Ouine
existed only in a very poor (and
incomplete) translation published
in 1945 under the title The Open
Mind. And it is not only the University of Nebraska that is getting into
Bernanos. William B. Eerdmans
Publishing has also recently
released a collection of three stories

by Bernanos published under the
title The Heroic Face of Innocence.
Bernanos is at his best through
vivid characterization in his rendering of the human encounter with
concrete expressions of corruption,
apathy, and evil. Bernanos recognizes the essential and devastating
flaws of human beings and yet never
forecloses on the hope of redemption or denies the strangeness of the
Gospel's transforming power.
In a culture of convenience and
consumption, Bernanos comes to us
as a strange voice. This term I am
having my Philosophy and Literature students read The Impostor,
and most of my students do not like
it. Bernanos's picture of Christian
faithfulness often includes a depiction of anguish which is all but
incomprehensible to many modern
readers. For instance, Bernanos
describes Chevance, an aged,
painfully shy priest in The Impostor,
as "a saint who hands out to
everyone the joy he is deprived of."
Hans Urs Von Balthasar has
described Bernanos's life and
work as an "ecclesial existence."
Bernanos's characters draw us back
from the illusion of autonomy and
the futility of self-reliance. At precisely this juncture, Bernanos can
be the most helpful to us Protestants. Through giving voice to an
abiding almost-Protestant anti-clericalism, he nevertheless reminds us
of the traditional Catholic formulation of extra ecclesiam nulla sa/usoutside the Church there is no salvation. For Bernanos, this formulation is not merely a doctrine about
the state of souls after death. It is
the halting confession about the
state of souls before death. It is the
desperate plight of even those
priests who cannot partake in the
Body of Christ.
In his novels and essays,
Bernanos offers an aid to contemplation-an affirmative assent to a
fallen world. Here again, we
Protestants may have difficulties,
but these are our difficulties, not

Bernanos's. The assent to the
world which Bernanos presents is
neither a naive optimism nor a
pious retreat from active engagement with the world as it is. It is
not an assent to democracy, science, or whatever else the human
spirit has achieved in the modern
age. Quite to the contrary, his
assent to the world often takes the
form of a critique of these idols of
the age. And such a critique is crucially important to us at this precarious moment in history.
Is this a precarious moment in
history? Surely Bernanos would
have thought so. When we are
lulled back into a new dogmatic

slumber where our ambiguous allegiance to progress and democracy
trumps and redefines all else, we
must be able to affirm the world as
God's creation and never abandon
the hope of redemption. In such a
time, we have need of a religious
novelist like Bernanos who can
describe the "terrible joy" brought
by the audacity of faith in a world
like ours. Dostoevsky would have
been proud.
In the end we may in fact have
reasons to be suspicious of religious
novelists-but no more reason than
we have to be suspicious of antireligious or secular novelists.
Walker Percy noted that the first

ELNINO
Tonight, the electricity went out, I wash the dishes by slow
drip of candlelight. Up and down the street
are windows soft and yellow, and the hill beyond
is huge and blank against the moon. The rain
has stopped, and we eat the last of the ice
cream before it melts in the darkened freezer.
A lovely occurrence, this day without
a dishwasher, without a radio telling us
what we might feel. The children put on boots
to wade the flooded creek, I help a neighbor
chop a limb hung broken over his driveway.
Up on campus, there are fallen oaks to admirea certain awe that their appointed time
has come, that the lives of trees
can be cancelled like a morning of classes.
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requirement of a good writer is to
tell the truth. Percy writes, "Bad
books always lie. They lie most of
all about the human condition, so
that no one ever recognizes oneself,
the deepest part of oneself, in a bad
book." That Bernanos understood
the human condition is manifestly
clear on every page. If telling the
truth about the human conditionfor better and for worse-is the first
task of the novel, then it may be that
only the genuinely religious novel
can successfully accomplish this
task. And for this, I am glad to have
rediscovered Georges Bernanos.
Scott H. Moore
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